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President Jenifer addresses students, faculty, and guests at the Charter Day ceremony. 
Faculty members, security 
boycott 126th Charter Day 
By Erika Gravett 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
While most of Howard 
University celebrated 126 years 
on Tuesday, some members of 
the UnivCrsity com1nunity boy-
cot ted the annual Charter Day 
celebra1ion. 
In an effort to show displea-
sure over the t'aculty handbook 
and 1enure provisions, t·aculty 
members stood in front of 
Cran1ton Audi1orium before the 
Convocation ceremony passing 
out flyers and discouraging.other 
faculty members from attending. 
''The boycott will be signifi -
cant because a lot of faculty 
didn ' t co1ne . Those who did 
come, we were able to persuade. 
Our intention is to send a mes-
sage to the administration and 
the board (Board of Trustees). It 
is not to interfere with the cele-
br,ation of the foundi11g ; · said 
Richard Tho rnell , chai rn1 an of 
the Faculty Constitution and 
GoVemance Con1mittee. 
In addition , n1embers of the 
Howa rd University Cii.111pus 
Police and their supporters orga-
nized outside of tl1e uuditoriu111 
displaying their continued dis-
satisfaction wi th security condi-
tions. 
Despite the boycotts, the fes-
tivities went on. The Honorable 
Mike Espy. secretary of the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture and a 
1975 graduate of Howard 
University, received an honorary 
doctorate of laws degree a.t the 
Convocation ce remony. Whi le 
Espy focused 0 11 the economy in 
hi s address. he s tated that he 
would not be \\'here he is today 
if it wer\n ·1 for others. 
'· I aih here because so many 
others were willing to plant the 
seed realizing that they wouldn't 
be able to pick the t"ruit,'' Espy 
said. 
"When I walk into that big 
office in the USDA (U nited 
States Department of 
Agricu lture), I remember how I 
please see Boycott, page A9 
McCoy, Wad~ to run-off 
HUBA slates fail to garner 51 percent needed for victory 
By Erika Gravett 
Hilltop Stall Writer 
The ''Ascension'' and 
''Resolution For Change''slates 
will face each other in a run-off 
election for Howard University 
Student Association (HUSA) 
president and vice president 
respectively. 
Out of 1,97 1 votes, Terri 
Wade and 
election. 
Leavy Matthew s was 
declared the Undergraduate 
Trustee with 671 votes. Hi s 
opponents Shalon Story and 
Monica Williams received 385 
and 3 I 7 votes respectively. 
Law school student Cheryl 
Moat won the race for Graduate 
Trustee with 163 votes. George 
Holmes and Heidi Lovett 
Student 
President. 
Bar Association 
The candidates are 
Yewanda Dada and C har lene 
Jackson. 
The remaining schools and 
colleges' election results were as 
follows: School of Bu siness , 
Jacques Garibaldi , president: 
Stephanie Sims, vice president ; 
Herman Warren , treasurer; and 
Melanie Alston , 
sec retary ; 
Reginald 
X , candi-
dates for 
HUSA 
president 
and Vice 1 
president, 
received 
894 votes. 
Their run-
off com-
petitor s, 
T e n e 
M cCoy 
a nd· Amia 
Foston, 
received 
MARCH 3rd ELECTIONS RESULTS 
GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
College of Fine 
Arts, William 
Smith, pre s i-
dent ; Kyla 
Pitcher, Vice 
president ; 
HUSA PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT 
629 votes, 
Boykin/Benzan 
McCoy/Foston 
Wade/X 
448 
629 •• 
894 •• 
UNDERGRADUATE TRUSTEE 
Leavy Matthews 
Shalon Story 
Monica Williams 
671 
385 
317 
• 
GRADUATE TRUSTEE 
George Holmes 
Heidi Lovett 
Cheryl Moat 
132 
82 
163 • 
Alicia Dixon , 
preasurer ; and 
the College of 
Arts and 
Sciences . 
W a y n e 
McKenzie . 
pre s ident . 
Law anda 
Blanchard, vice 
pre sident: 
Krys tal James. 
0 
secretary; and 
Gregory 
Campbell, trea-
while the 
W a d e 
B oyk in 
a n d 
Dennis 
Benzan 
s I a t e 
•• denotes run-off participants 
surer. 
•denotes category winner All of the .· 
unconte sted 
candidates for 
individual schools and colleges 
were declared winners. 
received 
448 votes-respectively. In order 
for a slate to be declared winner, 
it must receive 51 percent of the 
votes which would have been 
I 005 votes in thi s particular 
• 
source:General Elections Committee 
received 132 votes and 82 votes 
respectively. A total of 2,143 
Un iversity s tudents voted on 
Wednesday. 
The School of Law will also 
have a run-off election for 
.. 
The speakout date for HUSA 
president and vice-president will 
be announced at a later date . 
HU student crowned 
Miss Black U.S.A. 
Unpaid debts expected to impact HC '93 
By Erika Gravett 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
With a hi story of pageants 
behind her, including Mi ss 
Florida, Howard Unive·rsity's 
Ebony P. Warren was crowned 
·Mi ss Black U.S.A. Sunday at 
George 
University's 
Auditorium. 
Wa shi ngton 
Li sner 
Warren, a junior majoring 
in broadcast journalism, faced 
15 other contestants in the cat-
.egories of talent , creative 
. . 
expression, evening gown, 
question/a nswer and personal 
interview. 
In her platform , 
'' Motivating You to 
Excellence," Warren plans to 
bring more publicity to the 
pageant and its purpose. 
''The ball i s now in my 
court and I feel it's up to me to 
make sure that people know 
what Miss Black U.S.A. does 
and who the Mi ss Black 
U.S.A. Scholarship Foundation 
is," said the 20-yt"ar-old from 
Miami. 
Last year, the minority, non-
profit organization awarded 
more than $30,000 in scholar-
ships to minority wo1nen. 
''I want to bring more pub..: 
li c ity to the pageant, not 
toward myself, but toward the 
foundation so the pageant can 
' grow and have 50' contestants 
and be tele.vised ," she said. 
Along with other prizes, 
Warren received a $5,000 
scholarship , a trip for two to 
Brazi l, a trip for two to the 
Bahamas, a one-caiat diamond 
ring and a watch. 
During her reign, Warren 
wil l trave l throughout the 
coun try and possibly to o ther 
co u n -
tries as 
M i s $ 
' Black 
U.S.A., 
w hi I e 
address-
ing the 
youth. 
''My 
platform 
IS Ebony Warren 
' Motivating You to 
Excellence.' This means that I 
will get to interact with 
African-American youth and 
see the problems that our youth 
fa ce. Thi s will help me to 
accomplish one of my career 
goa ls, which is to establi sh a 
private school for African-
American children that 's not 
exclusive to economic levels," 
she said. ~ 
It is Warren's belief that she 
won because the judges were 
able to see many facets. 
''I wanted to let the audi-
ence see me in different ways 
throughout the pageant. I 
made them laugh in my cre-
ative expression, think in my 
talent and be inspired by my 
question and answer," Warren 
said . 
''I've competed in many 
pageants and I' ve coordinated 
please see PAGEANT, page 
• 
• 
• 
By Portia Bruner 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Many students who worked 
on or participated in the 1992 
Homecoming events are com-
plaining about unpaid debts and 
broken promises. 
Courtney Felts, a sophomore 
majoring in chemistry, modeled 
in both homecoming fashion 
shows. He said that after count-
less ho urs of rehearsals and 
modeling seminars, he was 
never paid. In January, he called 
the How ard U nivers ity 
Disbursement Office and was 
told there were no checks allot-
ted to fashion show models. 
According to Felts, models 
were promised a salary based on 
the number of scenes in which 
they performed, the quality of 
their performance and their over-
all a ttitude during the show. 
They were informed of these 
details even before the first 
rehearsal, he added. 
''I'm not going to let up. If 
you're going to make promises, 
you should follow thro11gh," 
Felts said. 
Although he plans to pursue 
the money he was promised, 
Felts added that he does not 
believe that he or any of the 
models will get paid. 
Unlike Felts, Ronda 
Reese, a sophomore majoring in 
political science, did receive 
money for her efforts . However, 
like Felts, she also did not 
receive what she was promised. 
Ree se, who won the 
Apollo Night competition , said 
she was awarded $100 and a 
chance to compete in February 
on Showtime at the Apollo in 
I 
New York. However, thus far, 
she has not yet made the trip. 
''The host was supposed 
to be the Apollo oWner's son . 
He took my name and address 
and other information and said 
he ' d get with me around 
February," · Reese sa id. 
''However, I haven't heard from 
anybody since.'' 
But the students are not 
the only ones alleging unpaid 
debts and broken promises. 
''There may be people 
who haven't been paid that the 
board may never know of. The 
fashion show itself has an out-
standing debt attached, so I don't 
know what the board will do 
with the models . Verbal con-
tracts like that are hard to deal 
with," said Daanen Strachan, the 
associate director of student 
activities. 
Yet, on a larger scale , 
unpaid outstanding e.xpenses 
could make the difference 
between hundreds to thousands 
of dollars 1n the 1993 
Homecoming Steering 
Committee's budget, Strachan 
said, "I "have advised (the 
new homecoming chairperson 
and treasurer) not to count on 
having the previous year's 
monies available to fund next 
year's homecoming events," 
Strachan added. 
However, Raymond 
Archer, the dean of student life 
and activities, said despite the 
fact that ''financial objectives 
[were not met] , students can 
expect a change in homecoming 
activities." Yet, he added that 
the financial losses of 
Homecoming I 992 will directly 
affect Jiomecoming events next 
fall. 
Keith Gordon, treasurer 
for the 1993 Ho me coming 
Steering Committee, said that he 
is keeping a positive attitude and 
holding on to hi s hopes for pro-
ductive and prosperous ho me-
coming next year in spite of the 
great monetary loss. In addition, 
he added that any unpaid debts 
were not hi s responsibility. 
According to the associate 
director, there a number of fac-
tors to consider when question~ 
ing the nature of the 199'.2 home-
co(iling debts. 
''Homecoming is currently 
going through a major transition. 
The old Homecoming Policy 
Board's term ended. so none of 
those people can sign or official-
,Jy do anything. The men1bers of 
the new board are now being 
chosen,'' Strachan explained. 
The new board will not be 
operative until March, according 
to Strachan . UntiJ then , there is 
essentiall y no sound body of 
officials in place to evaluate the 
alleged debt~. 
• 
The new policy board ·will 
have to investigate and deter -
mine which debts must be paid 
and which ones are dispu table. 
Strachan said. The final deci -
sion , he sdid, will be made by 
the board. 
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Jenifer addresses student concerns at 'Town Meetin 
By Ayou Campbell 
and Bllohun Prewitt 
Hilltop Staff Writers 
In a ''town meeting'' last 
week following the tradition of 
Ted Koppel's nightlin e, 
President Franklyn G . Jenifer 
attempted to respond to some of 
the prevalent student complaints 
about the University. 
The event, which was spon-
sored by the Howard Chapter of 
the NAACP gave students an 
oppertunity to voice their con-
cerns about security, tenure, the 
surcharge on international stu -
dents, building maintenanl:e and 
financial aid. 
''(The purpose of the meet -
campu s police protest two 
weeks ~go. ''You do n' t negoti-
ate in public. You negotiate in 
private around a table .'' 
Secur.ity poli ce will be 
adding 10 more officers to it s 
staff in addition to the 89 offi-
cers that are already on duty, 
Jenifer said . However, he said, 
the new staff is still .not ei:iough. 
''If you compare that (num-
ber) against every o ther uni ver-
sity in the c ity, we have three 
times more th an George 
Was hingto n and 25 percent 
more than the University of 
Maryland . Nobody doe sn•t 
even come close to us in terms 
of the number of police officers. 
• 
• file photo 
President Franklyn Jenifer explains his commitment to students. 
ing was) to undsrstand campus 
issues fron:i an administration 
point of view," said Shal on 
Story, president of the Howard 
Chapter of the NAACP. 
~ However, the iss ue th a t 
. proved most controversial was 
• • c~mpus secun_ty.. ( 
A fifth-year sefl ior ques-
tioned Jenifer 3bo1.:1t what was 
being done to improve security, 
• 
adding that since he has been at 
the University he has .had two 
cars and two bicycles stolen . 
• 
' 'We are in negotiation with 
the sec urity pol ice," 1Jenifer · 
said, also respond ing' to the 
We liave to have more." he said. 
Jen ifer has added 25 students 
to patrol the can1pus;and trans -
fered six peoplt? frorh the traffjc 
a¥d parking depart1nen t to the 
campus police, so 1nore office rs 
wOuld be on duty. In addition 
to mor~ officers, Jenifer said 
securit y will rece ive new uni -
forms, more weapons. two new 
cars and a raise. 
.Another improvement which 
should bette r secure the cam-
pus, is a 'flew lighting sys te111 
also being installed and surveil-
lance cameras in dor111itories. · 
Journalist sheds 
' light on her bouts 
with d~segregation 
By Keisha Brown 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
''Two, four, six, eight, we 
don ' t want· to integrate," Js a 
stat'ement many blacks heard in 
the 60s. Broadcast journalist 
Charlayne Hunter-Gault is no 
exception. She became one of 
the first two blacks to attend the 
University of Georgia, where she 
later graduated in 1963. 
In her new book-, In My 
Place, Hunter-Gault tells about 
her experiences at the university 
and her life growing up in a. seg-
regated world. • 
Hunter-Gault, who currently 
can be seen on the 
MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour, 
shared these experiences and 
read excerpts from her book 
before a capacity crowd ci t 
Howard in the auditorium of the 
Armour ] . Blackbum Center. 
' 'I wanted to write an honest 
book," Hunter-Gault said. '' a 
book that focused on fantasie s 
that I had all of those years I was 
growing up, that you see me liv· 
ing out.'' 
In My Place not only discuss-
es the events taking place at the 
uriiversity, but also discusses 
family life. In the book Hunter-
Gau]t writes about tht values she 
• 
was raised with and the people 
\I.rho nunured those val ues. 
The event on Tuesday includ-
ed a questi on and answer ses-
sion, a book signing and ret·resh -
ments. • 
In addition to integrat irig the 
University of Georg ia-, Hunter-
Gault's honors have included the 
National Urban Coalition Award 
and the National Assoc iation of 
Black Journali sts' • Jo urnali st of 
the Year Award in 1986. She 
was also one of the few people 
to interview Nelson M a ndel a 
just hours after his rel ease. 
Hunter-Gault has honorary 
degrees from Bate s Co lle ge. 
Morehouse College. Connec ticut 
College and numerous o ther 
institutions. 
"On January 9. 1961 , I 
walked onto the campus at the 
University of Georgia to register 
for classes. · Ordinarily, there was 
nothing unu sual about such a 
routine exercise, except that 'thi s 
instance, the offil..ials at the uni -
versity had been fighting for two 
and a half years to keep me out. 
I was not socially, intellectually 
or morally undesirable , I was 
black." 
Wh~n asked how she was 
able to do such a thing as inte-
g_rate a university, Hunter-Uault 
• 
Living conditions are also 
lopping Je nifer 's agenda. The 
re novations in the dorms will 
cost c lose to $16 million . He 
sai d th e University is also 
spending over $23 million for 
• the infras tructure, where work 
is being done underground on . 
a reas s uc h as electric wiring 
cable repair and pipes. Charles 
R . Drew Hall, th e Harriet 
Tubman Quadrangle and 
Me ridi an Hill Hall are the main 
dorms to be re novated . 
the recent subject of tenure. He 
explained that because thi's was 
hi s alma mater he was working 
hard to make it the best . 
''Tenure sho uld protect teach-
ers (allowing them) to say what 
they want to say. It was to give 
them acade1nic freedom, not 
help them to s tay home and 
sleep," he said . 
Undergraduate trustee Kevin 
Bryan also informed Jenifer that 
he and other s tudents were 
interested in putting copies of 
The president also took thi s . 
. . . student evaluations of teachers 
opportunity to voice hi s s tand .. . h 1.b 
• 
Jenifer also addressed stu-
dents' ongoing woes with finan-
cial aid . }-Jis·solution lies in hir-
ing someone in a vice-pres iden-
tial position as an enrollment 
manager who can work with 
this problem on a regular basis . 
As far as International stu-
dents are concerned, Jenifer 
explained that he has been lob-
bying Congress to eliminate the 
sufcharge 50 percent surcharge 
on foreign students' tuition. He 
s aid he has had a hard time 
proving to Congress that the 
foreign students couldn't afford 
it. 
"They think that all foreign 
students at Howard are sons of 
kings and queens." he said . 
According to Brya n , the 
meetin g was a good idea 
becau se it provided s tudents 
with a much needed forum with 
the pres ident. 
'' It was an excel lent idea to 
have s tudent s and talk to 
President Jenifer about campus 
issues," he said. '' I wish the 
attendance had been better." 
1nte rary. 
on'r--::::;;::::-~~~~~~~~~-;;;;~~-'---~~~~~~~~~~-:--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Second security protest 
silent, yet it proves effective 
By Bashaa.n Prewitt 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Tuesday marked Howar~ Uni versity's ! 26th Charter Day and 
the Metro politan Special Police Officers' Federation's (MSPOF) 
second protest march for better campus securit y c_:onditions. 
Despite having the same reasons fro m their .first protest, the 
tone of the inarch was different. Un like 1he previous march 
where office rs brought the vol ume up chan ting their demands, 
thi s week a,pproxi mately 30 officers s.ilently marched with rai sed 
fists for solidarity, letting their protest s igns speak for therri. 
In response to the first march twO weeks ago, Pres ident 
Frankly n G . Je nifer a nd the admin istra tion met with campus 
securit y o fficers. 
··He has 1net with us and he has stated that he wants to work 
with us." said Mic hae l Henson. president of the MSPOF. ''We 
had the si lent protest today to show President Jenifer that this 
' march is different fro1n the first 1narch. Now we are showing that 
we <ire wi\li11g to work with hi111 and his administration." 
According to He nson, the nlUin reason for the second protest 
was to ensure thiit the pro1nises 111ade in the union's negotiations 
with Jenifer were 1nore 1han just lip service. 
··There's nothing in writing. so we felt that the remarks might 
have been n1ade to stifl e our pro test Pecause it 's Charter Day," 
said Henson. 
" .... 
The MSPOF. which includes the Howard University Police, 
traffic a11d parking depart1nent and the Howard Univers ity 
Hosp ital Security. restated their complaiiils w ith the current se~u ­
rity'.s status. 
The reasons c ited were: 
•to make the Howard University community aware ~hat 
there is a problem with c1·i1ne in thi s area 
• to let President Jenil'er and the Board of Trustees know 
that the campl1s police will not remain si lent o n the issues 
of s~fety and security • 
• to raise a co11sciousness in the community to take pre·-' 
tive measures f'or their own safety and security and 
• 
photo by Staci Hill 
MacNelllLehrer correspondent Charlayne Hunter 
Gault lets students know she can relate. 
responded with two statements. 
·· 11 was a time of testing. It 
was pretty s i1nple," she said. 
After a week-long trial , a fed-
eral judge in Georgia demanded 
that the decis ion of desegrega-
tion be irnp lemented. This was 
the first t~st of desegregiltion at 
higher education. 
' 'There was great fear at the 
university from the president on 
down, that the governor would 
ho nor hi s campaign promise of 
closing down the university by 
letting not one. no not one Negro 
student ever attend classes with 
whites," Hunter-Gault said. 
The audience, which was 
kept in awe for the duration of 
the program, responded favot·· 
• 
ably to Hunter-<;Jault's words. 
''I had a chance to read your 
book and I think it ~as an excel-
lent rendition of Atlanta . For 
people who don ' t understand the 
South, you don't understand the 
problem s that were going on 
during the Civil Rights move-
ment, ' ' an audience member 
said. 
Ironically. 25 years later, 
Hunter-Gault delivered the com-
mencement address at the 
University of Georgia in 1988. 
''I saw this as a challenge to 
try and give sense to what had 
happened and help them under-
stand the importance of what 
had happened," Hunter-Gault 
said . 
I 
• 
photo by Cherelle Robinson 
Campus Police Union hit the street~ again in protest to 
Insure administration gives them more than lip service. 
•to keep pressure on the administration until the issues 
of safety and security are addressed. 
Although the protest occurred on Charter Day, a day which is 
des igned to ce lebrate the University's greatness. He nson made it 
clear that it was not the MSPOFs' inte nt to embarrass Howard 
University or Jenifer. 
• • 
••we're not trying to embarrass Howard University. we're nor 
trying to belittle Howard Univer_sity, but w~' re trying to make 
President Jenifer and his administratio n responsible and account-
able for insurjng safety on Howard campus," Henson said . 
The cam
0
pus police marched from their headquarters o n 
Tenth street stopping in front of Cramton Auditorium, where the 
Charter Day celebration was being held and the Administration 
Building . 
Hens9n said the first protest has at least achieved some the 
union 's goals. 
''Not only has President Jenifer responded, but we 11oti ced 
that the awareness of the Howard Co_mmunity has ri sen in a sense .. 
our officers have been more aggressive in their patrol .''he said. 
University reluctant to 
close for snow, students 
, 
have mixed opini9ns 
By Kevin Jenkins 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
This time last Friday the District 
of Columdia W;!S so covered with 
snow that many anticipated an 
announcement from the University 
to cancel classes. Although classes 
were not officially cancelled until 
3:30 p.m. , it led many to wonder 
how the University makes such a 
decision. 
A memorandum was sent out by 
President Franklyn G. Jenifer to his 
cabinet last month to provide an 
updated policy on the operating 
conditions of the University. The 
policy, which does ·not apply to 
Howard University Hospital , out-
lines three operational conditions 
which the president can declare : 
normal, curtailed or closure. 
Under normal conditions, 
school functions as usual and all 
scheduled activities are conducted. 
Under cwtailed conditions, classes 
are suspended but administrative 
personnel are expected to report. 
Under closure, both academic and 
administrative activities are sus-
pended, according to the 
University's snow policy. 
Ed Pinkard, assistant vice presi-
dent for physical facilities , begins 
weather monitoring at 4 a.m . 
According to Pinkard, this is done 
to mobilize, if nec~ssary, snow 
crews to clear pa rki ng ~o l s and 
streets. 
The final decision is made by 
President Jenifer with considera-
tion to visibility, road conditions, 
prior University experience and the 
operating conditions of D.C. public 
schoo ls and the Federal govern-
ment . 
Alan He rm isch. Howard 's 
media relations manager. then pub-
licizes the decision by not ifying 
media such as local radio or televi-
sion stations. 
.. (Howard) has typically been 
i-eluctant 10 close on account of 
snow," Hermisch said. 
As evidenced by attendance 
counts last Ffiday. many students 
have establi shed their own snow 
policies. Lisa Wilson sa id the 
combination of an 8 a.m. class, the 
last day of the week and the snow 
helped in her decision to skip it. 
''The teachers who commute 
from Virginia don't like it and they 
usually cancel class themselves." 
senior Ernest Peets said. 
''You gotta take into account the 
fac t that o ur president is from 
Boston and he 's used to five to six 
inches of snow,'\said Tiffany Yarn. 
a senior majoring in human devel-
opment. 
However some students, such as 
Gerard Lespere II. feel that closing 
down the University on Friday 
would have been premature. 
• 
-- j 
• • 
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Is the Charter Day program an effective way to celebrate Howard's history? 
' ' 
''Actually I would say it 's a good start, 
but it should emphasize something big-
ger-what Howard really stands for. lt 
should be some thi11g the stude nts can 
really get into.'' 
''It's not effective because no one goes. 
A big pany would be more effective-a 
big Howard history party!'' 
''I' m not going but I guess it's good for 
tradition. The school is so large there's 
no way to get everyone involved. Maybe 
[there should be] something more gener-
al on the Yard. Maybe it should be 011 a 
Friday when people aren ' t so stressed ." 
Ashanti Roberts 
Tomar Kingsland 
Kristen Walsh Sophomore, PoUlk:al Science 
Senior, Marketing 
compiled by Larry W. Brown 
''Yes, I gue_ss sO. But if it were publi -
c ized ,more it would have a bigger 
turnout. I have no idea what it is." 
Nina Vahar 
Freshman, Acting 
• 
Junior, Theatre Directing 
••1 think maybe they should have something else 
that we can all get into. No one goes, not even 
to convocation. They should take all that time 
, , and effort to fix other things on campus or have 
something more productive.'' 
Sam Watson 
Junior, Mechanical Engineering photos by Michael Harris 
Howard students mentor youth through music 
By Ayoka Campbell 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
' 
It \Vas a S:1tt1rd<1y 1norning. and 
a g rot1p of s tude11t s at the 
Mctropolit<111 Boys a11d Girl s Cll1b 
• 
in Northeast D.C. listen attentive-
ly to their teacher's i11st111ctions as 
they played the notes to the popu-
lar hit. ''Rump Shilker." 
Jcnki11s also sees the sessio11s as 
a mentoring progra111. She said the 
children o.ftcn bring their prob-
lems to the lessons, and they tr)' to 
i1clp thert.1. ¥ 1ne or them COlllC ' 
front troubled tion1es . 
' 'Some o fl thci.r e11viron111e1it's 
are bad. By l ~arning to play their 
i11stru111ent s, they can escape 
throug h n1u ~ i c. When you can 
touc h· a chilP. it's the grea test 
thing," she said. 
. ,-
• 
cert band and Gilchri st is also a 
member of the renowned Howard 
Un iversily Jazz Ensemb le, bul 
both are still able to teach at the 
c lub three days a week as volun-
teers. Because they will both be 
g radua tin g in May, they ho pe 
some more volu ntee rs from the 
Howard comn1unity wi ll become 
mentors. They said they want the 
progra m to remai n a Howard 
Uni versity affi liation. 
don ated by va r io us s tore~ and 
companies in the Dislrict . This i~ 
possible after Gilchrist a11d 
Je nk ins parti ci pated in niany 
instru me nt drives and spoke on 
the Unive rs ity of lhC Di~trit:t of 
Columbia television talk ~ltO\V"I. 
In a storage roon1 , tl1c grcJup or 
55 students rangi ng fro111 <igc 
e ight to 18 also have mnn;· drurr1 .... 
clari nets, saxophones arid llt1tcs . 
T he Na\'Y has clo na1 cd S lfl(){) 
v.1onh of music to 1he club. 
They are a part of the progrant 
enti tl ed. ''Sav ing Our Yout h 
Through Music," which is direct-
ed by two Howard University stu-
dent s, Doug la s Gilchri s t and 
·cherri Jenkins. 
Jenkins. who is a senior major-
ing in music cduca1ion. believes 
the program is an enrichment as 
well as an out let in which the stu-
dents can divert their energy. 
Eric Anderson.17 , wa.') able to 
do just that. Anderson joined the 
club in Dece111ber 1991 when the 
progra1n began . It ga\1e him the 
de s ire to purs11e towards his 
future. He is now a section leader 
in the Di s trict 's Howard D. 
Woodson High School Band. 
; photo by Ayoka Campbell 
''We now have sophomores and 
j uni ors who come in and hel p 
teach. We also have some men1-
bers of Phi Mu Alpha (profession-
al music fratern ity) and Tau Beta 
Sigma (nat ional ho no rary band 
so rority) vol untee r." Gilch r ist 
said. 
The students spend a \l.Ct'k 
with the Ho" ·ard Uni,·cr\it}' b;1nd 
in the beginning of !he )C<tr to 
learn cerlain techniq t1c" . Th~y 
ha\'e also perfo rrncd for the 
Washington Rcd.<.ki11-. ;ind had l\\.'O 
performanct:~ for the club's 
an111versary. 
Cherri Jenkins tutors one of the District's future leaders. 
··Music is not like football or 
To Miss Odetta Ogletree ... 
Two years. 
baseball. It doesn' t ma tter how 
good you arc at it. It can be fun 
and very positive." Gi lch rist. who 
a lso serves as the band dircc1or for 
It's been two years since we fell in love. I smile to myself as I 
think back to how our not perfect, but beautiful relationship began. 
We first met our freshman year, and although we didn't get together, 
somehow I knew we'd meet again. 
And we did. · 
Our friendship blossomed, and by the time our juni9r year 
rolled around, we decided to be together. I never noticed your intel-
lect and beauty before, although these qualities were always there -
I guess was just too wrapped up in the H.U. game to see them. 
Odetta, I love you. You are so special to me. I want to be able 
to give you just 'as much you've given me - if that's even possible. I 
want to be your mental, physical and material provider. I want you 
to be the mother of my children. I want us to grow old together. I 
know that it seems as if I want too much, but please grant µie the one 
request that I want more than anything in the world - Marry me! 
Please say yes. And let's make this forever. 
I love you, 
Terrence Watkins 
t ' 
the club, said. 
G ilchrist and Jenkins are mem-
bers o n the Howard U nivers ity 
marching band. pep band and con- The students' instruments \.1.'ere 
• 
,. ,,.,,, .,, 
Homecoming 1993_ is looking 
for talented and creative 
individuals to coordinate; 
Fashion Show 
Ms. Howard Pageant 
Gospel Concert 
Howardfest/Internationalfest 
Alumni Networking 
Marketing· Committee 
Public Relations 
Applicants must ... 
1) Fill out an application 
2) Schedule and interview 
3) Submit a 5-page or less 
proposal with budget 
I 
Applications are due March 8, 1993 by 
5 p.m. At the same time, interviews will be 
scheduled for March 9 & 10. Pick up appli-
cations in the Office of Student Activities. 
See Beatrice Jean (chair) or Ms. Belinda 
Lightfoot-Watkins, director of Student 
Activities. 
• 
• 
' 
• 
• 
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Mississippi Massacre 
At least 19 black 
111ale:.. J1,1ve bee11 fou11d dead 
i11 ~'1i s .... iss ippi jail s at·1er 
l1ei11g brot1ght-in on traffic · 
\ il1l~1tic111s or 01l1er petty 
cl1•1r~cs. All 23 dcatl1s have 
1 bee11 rtiled as '·suicides:· 
i11cludi11e tha t of for1ner 18 
-)' C<1r-o l d A11dre La111ond 
Jo11cs. 
Andre \Vas a hi.gh 
:-.choo l graduate \Vith plans· 
10 beco111e an e11g ineer at 
Alco1·11 St~1te U11iversity. On 
A ugt1st 22. 1992 he \Va s 
:11·1·e:-.t!.!d a11d jailed on a 
r11indr 1rat·1·ic \1 iolation 
cl1<.1rgc. Tl1 e nex t n1orni11g 
lie \vc1s 1·ou11d hung to death 
b)' th e lace s of l1is Air 
Jo1·da11·s. 
A11 initi;;1\ autopsy 
\ eril.ied a rul i11g of s uicide 
c1 11d ~• .'>L1 bseqt1c111 J t1s ti ce 
Depar1111ent investigation 
··cte ler111i11ed tha t the re was 
11<1l e11<iugh cvide11ce to pros-
ecute'' (Afro -American 
• 
2/27/93). 
However, Andre's 
case, as well as the others, 
are chopped-full of inconsis-
tencies. For example, A11dre 
was found hl1ng fron1 a 12-
foot ceiling with no stools, 
cha irs ... \any thin g from 
which he. by hi111se ll', could 
ha x e reached that height . 
Also. an independent coro-
11er fro111 Chicago. afte1· 
11oticin g Andre' s ··evidence 
of blunt trauma to the face 
and shou lders'' ruled that hi s 
death was in fact 1nurder that 
followed some kind o f strug-
gle. 
Folks, this is 1993 in 
A111erica . As horrible as al l 
o f thi s is. we can protest and 
demand jus tice in the cases 
of these 19 1nen. We should 
1)rotes t th e Ju s ti ce 
Department's initial findings 
and de1nand a m ore thorougl1 
inve s tigation of all 19 
deaths. Those of you here at 
Howard Un ive r si ty from 
Mississippi s hould contact 
you local NAACP chapters, 
co ngress ional office s and 
any o ther political-action 
groups to n1ake inquiries and 
register your opinions. 
To do nothing is ask-
ing for a perpetuation of 
deadly vio lence against 
black me11 . Today, it i s 
Mi ss is s ippi . Yesterday. it 
was Lo s Angeles. 
Tomorrow, it cou ld be 
Anytowl'\, U .S. A. in which 
an un s us pecti11g black col-
lege student returns home, 
1·l1ns a red light and is invited 
• 
to a death by hanging. 
Any of us who have 
1ake11 a sn1all measure after 
. 
the revela tio n of the Rodney 
Ki11g beating can forget it . 
Th e rea l actio n ts 1n 
Miss issippi. 
Black America's Political Evolution 
''Mayor Kurt Schmoke & Governor L Do11gias Wilder'' 
t11e priority for black 
.A.n1e ricans i11 tl1e . l 990s a11d 
beyond is po,ver. both politi-
cal ;_111d econo111ic. No longer 
can OLlr bo ld ra llyi11g c1·ies and 
soulful protests be the sub-
~ta11ce of Ollr r~al i11c lusio11 i11 
this society. Thi s i~ partly 
becat1.:.c ot11· 111etl10Js to g:1i11-
ing at·ce\.'. into the ··syste111·· 
ha\'t: bce11 all bltl taken-over 
b) gr<>t1 1)s fo1· gay r ight s. 
;.1b<)rtio11 ri ghts. anti-abortion 
rigl11 .... etc . 
111:..tead. \VC 111L1st pro-
gre ...... i, t'l\1 e11te r tl1e ··11:.1 lls-of-
11•''\·~ r ·· \\1 l1ere \)llr \ 1CJiccS ~1nd 
' i11t'll1~11cc ca11 be l1~a rd an d 
felt . Like n o o th er ti111 e 
be t.ore. black A111ericans are 
delvi11g i11to Co 11 g ress. state 
leg is la t ures a11d eve n th e 
Presidential Cabi11et. 
Ente r Ku rt Schnicke 
a nd L . Dou glas Wild er. 
Sch111oke is a forn1er Rhodes 
Scholar and Yale and Harvard 
La''' .:.chool a lu111nus who has 
been servi11g as the first black 
n1:.1)1 o r of Baltin1 01·e s in ce 
1987. Currently, he has said 
that he \viii be exploring the 
possibility ot· c11 lerin g 
Mar )l la nd 's 1994 race for 
gove rnor. A lready. he has 
bee11 tou tCd as the i111r11cdiate 
''front-rt11111e1·'' it. he c l1 ooses 
to particip<1te. 
. -.\.. . J;?pJ!g\as Wilder is 
a Virginia Union and 1-IO\Vard 
La~ Sc i1 ool a lu111r1us who is 
currently serving as Virginia's 
first black governor. Under 
h is hel1n. bl ack,s ir1 ha ve 
served in 1l1ore state IJOSitions 
than ever before in Virgi11ia. 
Further111ore. unde1· his care-
ful \\1atch. the state of Virgi11ia 
l1ti s stJ r\1 i\1 e d the rece11 1 
national ri:cession. He is seri-
o us ly cons idering purs t1ing 
the Democratic Senate 11o mi -
11ation in 1994 say i11 g th <.1t , ;' ! 
think it's \vinnable:· A fte r a 
hi stori c gubernatori a l victory. 
oµe can respect hi s thinking. 
These two 111en sy111 -
bol ically represent tl1c evolu -
tionary change in ho\v black 
Americans ·cto· politics. We 
are evo! Ving ffo1n c hurch 
1nee ting s. s tree t pro tes ts , 
small tow11 representation and 
big ci ty 1nachines to ··ma in -
.strea111·· n:.1tional politics. Yet, 
·· 111ai n stre.:1111 ·· is no t s uc h a 
bad word \\1hen one considers 
tl1at n1ost f"inancial decisions 
to c11 l ed11c~1 tion , ·igr1ore c ivil 
ri ghts Cllt11 pliance by corpora-
tions a11d 11aliona l degenera-
tio11 to a p1·c-1950s r<.tc ial atti -
t11cle is 111ai11.-.1re:.1111. 
Therefo re, as the 
··best and the bri ghtest:· w6 
s ho uld begin to th i11 k for -
wardly about our partici pc1tio11 
i11 the. 11 al io11a l pol iti ca l 
process i 11 order to spe;:1 k to 
the d).1namic 11ceds of ot1r pco-
i) lc. V\'e <:1pplaud Sch111okc 
a11d Wilder 1·01· their et"l'ort s as 
we ll as those of the newly 
e lec ted and appointed black 
JJres idential offic ials. 
Howe\1er, \Ve re 1nind 
then1 and you that po\ver for 
power·s sake is useless and 
bea1·s little fruit. Instead, our 
,purpose should be in ga in ing 
access to allow o ur inheritors 
to be11efit. The question 
al111os1 ask s it s elf: Are we 
• 
re;1 ll y s o t·a r away frorn a 
black presidency? 
We Welco1ne Your Letters and Co1nments 
1'HE HILLTOP welco1nes your views o n any public issue. Faculty. adminis trators, 
s taff. students and alu1nni are encouraged to share 1he ir orig ina l ideas and opinions. 
We publish on ly mate ri a l addressed to ti s. We routine ly edit letters for space and 
correct e rro rs of sty le, spe lling and punctuation. Le tters as well as com1nentaries must be 
typed a11d s igned. con1plete with full address and telephone number. 
The opinions expressed on the Editorial Page of THE HILLTOP are solely the 
· v iew s o f the Editorial Board . and ·do not necessarily reflec t the opinions of Howard 
U n iversity, its ad1ninistration, THE HILLTOP Board o r the studenls. 
Please address letters and comments to: Editorial Editor 
Editor's Note 
There see1ns to be so1ne 
confus io n as to what should 
and should not run on a com-
1ncn1ary page. Please allow 
me to take thi s tirne to clear 
up any misunderstanding it· 
possible. 
The commentary page is 
for the purpose o f allowing 
the Howard Uni ver.si ty ~ofn-
. ' 
' 
• 
THE HILLTOP 
2251 Sherman Ave. N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20059 
munity - and o.ut s ide 
sources - the opportunity to 
give their opinions, hence the 
key word comment in com-
mentary. 
The items on the co1n1nen-
tary page do not reflect the 
opin ions of THE HILLTOP. 
The space allocated for thi s 
purpose is found on the edito-
rial page. 
No mate1· how inflan1atory 
the commentary, it is not this 
paper's pos ition to abridge 
free speech. 
Sincerely, 
Jennifer Golson 
Editor-in-Chiet· 
/ 
/ 
I 
-
"- . 
·-- - --·--
' 
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Letter to, the Editor 
• 
getting a good educ~tion and in fees, endure long lines and 
Some weeks ago, THE HILL- h h I a office waits and are here t TOP ran an article on white stu-· t e sc 00 p per you see your 
picture with a block over your learn-just like you and me. 
dents attending Howard eyes (not that anybody wouldn' t Nobody should partake 
University. The same day that 
. . 
1 
d 
1 
'd recognize your skin color or the of the rationale that' he or she is 
~ssuethwaMs circu atde ' whas nd - fact that you're obviously differ- better than the ·next person, f 
1ngeenano-~ra . . from 
. . ent from the predominantly tls here that we break away 
couple of female studentS'cnt1- .- h1 ·· .. ..., •. -· •· J"'th ·1t 1•J!! 't'W6W':-t' ln h t ff 
· cizing'wllirOI>rlfor c6mi1tg• to '" i/J: ~~ ~!l'9J:-O,'J1~n.2f !~if.&!lt0n ..,,00!i;ill'S ::il' fil1"..bi:, ·.tlde-s ,u" ,, Howard: While Dtould not hear 'b. el k••?'ln~ shi,a¥/!'t, g to./ ~)5JTih,, ect .. ~at lety· ,o,l,,e'y~~;-;-toll -meant-sot 
ac onaw ecampus, ow menat . 1 onrea yw 
the conversatiop verbatim, J cor-
would you feel? Embarrassed? prove that you can be better than 
rectly assumed that they were Perhaps humiliated with a those ignorant enough still t 
against whites being here. 
twinge of disappointment? look on you with disdain, prove 
The irony of this sirua- Well, I'm certain t.hat's what it to yourself and emulate the 
tion in contrast: blacks accuse 
they felt, because I felt it as I dust and smoke in May 
whites who do not sympathize 
read the article in disbelief. Angelou's poem ... rise above jt. 
with '' the struggle and the It is my staunch belief I've learned through 
cause'' of being racist. that we as African Americans personal experience that kind-
). Apparently, there are a lot of make hasty generalizations ness is a trait that means every-
\ students who disagree with . th h t thm' g, but costs nothm' g. So, · 
white students who come here agrunst ose w 0 may 00 nec-
essarily be our enemies, as well you see a student of another race 
r to learn, though these students as our being guilty. of ecological on the year, do as I do and say 
may not voice their disapproval. fallacies; that is drawing conclu- 'hello,' perhaps even strike.up a 
I don't see any harm in them sions on groups and wrongfully conversation with them. You 
being here. There are some associating individuals to said may find that you have more · 
government-funded HBCU's conclusions. The biggest eco- common with that person than 
that are in danger of being logical fallacy. (as it relates to you·d imagined. RemetD.ber. 
merged with predominantly blaCks), for example, is when the Lord will ' smile on yo 
white schools, but such is not whites claim that all black males efforts to do good by your fel ... 
the case with Howard. so the low man. do drugs, are involved with 
threat of unwanted integration 
• should be silenced with this arti- gangs. etc. 
In talking to some stu-
cle. 
I'd like to llip the coin 
for a minute. What if any one 
of you went to an Ivy League 
school with the sole intent of 
dents on campm, I'm glad to 
know that not everybody takes 
an adverse stance to White stu~ 
-Phillip C. Hayes 
The writer. Mr. Howard 1992· 
dents here. They are no differ~ 1993, is al.so a senior in th 
ent from us: they pity tuition and School of Communicatimu 
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Playtime Is Over ... A Conversation Between Sistahs 
I 
Kendra M. Johnson 
So many young black 
won1.en are involved in dysfunctional 
relationships with young black men. 
Black women are falling in 
love with men who either don't 
know how 10 love, or are not mature 
enough to love. Then, we wonder 
why we are unhappy, stressed out 
and suffering from low self-esteem. 
It is because we are preoccupied with 
trying to love black men who are tri-
fling, who don't know how to love 
and who aren't ready to love. It is 
ti1ne for us to stop falling in love 
with the ones who are just plain 
''messy." 
Attention my sistahs: If he 
doesn't respect you, if he isn' t hon-
est, if you can't trust him, if he is 
never there when you need him, if he 
never tries to be understanding, if he 
is never patient- LEAVE HIM. It 
takes more than the feeling of love to 
make a healthy relationship. PLAY-
TIME IS OVER ' 
Young black women, it 
time for us to clean up our mess. If 
your man does not treat you with 
courtesy and consideration, he does 
not deserve your love. lf you cannot 
accept a word that comes out of his 
mouth, you cannot believe in him. If 
you cannot trust him, he cannot be 
your confidant. lbere is no time for 
foolishness . A man who has no 
respect for you, lies all the time, or 
cheats, is foolish and ''messy." 
Wake up. it is time to move 
on. Cleaning day has anived-LET 
HIM GO. 
If he is not reliable, you can 
never depend on him. If he never 
tries to be sympathetic, he will never 
understand your feelings or point of 
view. I{ patience is not one of his 
virtues, he cannot endure hardships 
with you. There is no sense in hold-
ing on to a f'9Ck that is making you 
sink. There is no love worth sacrific-
ing :Your dignity or self-esteem. Your 
self-respect is more important than 
any man. If he is not giving you 
what you need, then you don't need 
him. Ladies, clean up your 1ness-
LET HIM GO. 
Set your standards. Decide 
how you want to be treated and don't 
sett1e for less (no matter how fine or 
how rich). Realize your self-wonh 
and let him know you deserve more 
than what he is giving you. If he 
says you think you're ''all that," tell 
him that you are and it's about time 
he realized it If he says. you think 
you are ''too good;·· tell him it's not 
that you are ''too good," it's that he is 
''no good." My sistahs, playtime is 
over and you don't have time for a 
messy man. 
My sistahs, love is not 
enough to hold on to a man who has 
no direction, no ambition, no self-
esteem and no self-respect. 
Black With White : Why not? 
. Lamar Washington 
There is a lot of pressure 
for black men to exclusively date 
black women. On a certain level, it 
is a good thing because our people 
need to become closer in all ways. 
·But when I think about it, are the 
sisters out here making it any easier 
for us to st3.y with them? 
Absolutely not Why is it that white 
women appreciate, respect and stick 
with us so much more than the sis-
ters out here? The historical oppres-
siveness of white over blacks would 
make the opposite seem true, but it 
is not. 
I am currently going out 
with a white girl, and she makes me 
·feel like the king that I am; I never 
get that feeling from a sister. 
Instead, the only feeling that I get is 
that I am somehow r unworthy of 
then1]. At the same time, those 
same sisters blow up when they see 
a picture of me and my girl together. 
Love should undo raciaJ' hatred; it 
usually does. However, scime of us 
dive at the chance to destroy love 
that crosses the race barrier. This is 
• 1993. Why Uo some of us continue 
to up hold the slave master mentality 
by trying to stop the natural union of 
people of different races? We 
should be happy to be able to even 
be seen socializing with whites in 
. .
public. White (males) once lynched 
blacks lfor dating white women]. If 
we are happy to have the education-
al and employment opportunities 
that were denied of our ancestors, 
we should be happy to have those 
types of dating and marriage oppor-
tunities aJso. 
In addition, sisters com-
plain that black men are not treating 
them right. And.,to them I say, ''The 
grass may be greener on the other 
side." It is only when brothers are 
f<iced with losing you will they 
shape up. Many black women con-
sider me less tha.n attractive and 
don't give me the time of the day. 
~ Yet, when they seC me with a white 
girl, they act like I am aJl that. It is a 
shame, but it is uue. 
I see sisters who bum and fry their 
hair to make it look straight (white). 
[They spend] many hours and dol-
lars on weaves and extensions so 
they can have hair that flows down 
their shoulders and blows in the 
wind. They say extensions are good 
for black hair. [However, the exten· 
sions make] the hair grow longer, or 
to put it another way, their hair will 
be more white when the extensions 
are taken out. What kind of mes-
sages are you sending us, sisters? If 
you want to imitate, why should I be 
with the imitation when I can have 
the real thing? Wake up! If you 
want us to be with black women, 
you have to be black. If I do end up 
marrying a white woman. no one 
will be able to say that I didn't try to 
bring a sister into my life. Instead. it 
will be because no sister tried to 
have me. I hope we can get it 
together as a people one day, but 1·n1 
not going to wait around for some· 
thing I might never see. 
If sisters are so against our The lvriter is a fresl1111t111 111ajo1·i11g i11 
dating white women, why do they e11gineering. 
try so hard to be like white women? 
'Ascending' tp Better Character 
Ronald D. Sullivan 
This commentary is written in 
a spirit of disgust in regard to the 
commentary written by Ivan K. 
Hopkin s, president ' of the 
Howard University Student 
Association (HUSA), which ran 
in the Feb. 26 issue of THE 
HILLTOP. Not only is it a dis· 
service to the University as a 
whole, but especially to the stu· 
dent body when its ''leader'' steps 
down from his position of ''torCh 
bearer'' to that of a ''political 
hog.'' 
I shall interlude for a moment 
and explain my position in this 
commentary. It is not because I 
am a strong supporter of the 
"CHANGE" platform that I am 
upset. It is not because I support-
ed the "SYNERGY" platform 
that I am perturbed. I don't have 
a personal problem with tl),e pres-
ident or any member of his staff. 
I simply find fault in his action. 
He must refrain from using the 
media and other wjdespread 
political outlets to get his point 
across. The only word that 
comes to mind to describe my 
point is "SHADY," (a word that 
Mr. Hopkins fails to use when 
describing his own dealings). 
As a member of several 
prominent organizations !ffid hav-
ing held mp.ny leadership posi-
tions, I know that the position of 
president is a powerful one that 
· must be handled delicately. I'm 
not quite sure how HUSA's 
empowerment of its president 
works, but surely it involves the 
following duty : ''The president 
shall serve as ex-officio of all 
committees'' (this means that the 
HUSA president is a member of 
all committees under the auspices 
of HUSA) . If this is the case, 
then I don't understand how a 
member of the elections commit-
tee, NAMELY IVAN K. HOP-
KINS, can go on record in the 
University's largest weekly pub-
lication and state garbage like: 
''The only way I foresee a change 
in this confused community is 
through the leadership of Tene 
McCoy and Ami a Foston." If _ 
this community is confused, then 
I am led only to believe that it is 
currently not being led properly. 
After all, the leadership should 
set the agenda and the tone of all 
operations. 
Furthennore, I understand his 
support of his vice president. She 
is my friend also, but I cannot see 
his fairness . If there are three 
slates running for HUSA presi-
dent and vice president, how can 
he stand on his mountaintop and 
proclaim "ASCENSION" as his 
remedy for the ''confused com-
munity'' while simultaneously 
listing all reasons for not support-
ing ''CHANGE?'' Whether he is 
correct or not, he didn't even 
bother to give the Boykin/Benzan 
slate any attention. An action 
such as this makes many assume 
that MR. HOPKINS believes that 
the "RENEWAL" slate isn't 
worth the time of day and that the 
Wade/X slate· represent the only 
''worthy'' opponents. 0 
Certainly he isn't alone in this 
faulty ordeal. In fact, there are a 
couple of individuals I feel owe 
the student body the Howard 
community an apology. Perhaps 
MR. HOPKINS will draw from 
this commentary that it would be 
wise for him also to write a letter 
of apology to the students for his 
irresponsible action. For exam-
ple, the Elections Committee 
Chair, Ms. Danya Smith, may 
want to submit to the student 
body her viewpoint on this situa-
tion. Also, Ms. Jennifer Golson, 
Editor-rr-Chief of THE HILL-
TOP, may want to render ratio-
nale in allowing such a commen-
tary to appear. If this type of 
behavior continues, without com-
ment from some responsible 
source, a precedent will be set 
which will inevitably ruin future 
HUSA administrations. 
In conclusion, I am utterly 
appalled at MR. HOPKINS' ref-
erence to me as a 
"m , __ _ '', as I feel he has 
referred to me and every other 
HILLTOP reader in his commen-
tary. He has I) disgraced the 
position of HUSA president 2) 
presented a disservice to Ms . 
McCoy and Mr. Foston, 3) placed 
a bad light on his administration 
by reference to the word ''confu-
sion," and 4) immaturely and 
nauseatingly attempted to repri-
mand members of the General 
Assembly. 
The author is a senior i11 tJ1e 
School ofi Business and Co· 
Managing Editor of THE 
HILLTOP. 
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How can a man believe in 
you when he cannot believe in him· 
se lf? How can he lift your spirits 
when he has no ~opes? How can he 
walk with you on your road to suc-
cess if he does not. know what road 
he would fike to take? How can he 
give himself to you when he does not 
know what he has to offer? He can't. 
There is a difference 
between standing by your man when 
times are tough. and just ''standing 
by." When your man is faced with 
trials and tribulations, you should 
stand by your man. Encourage him, 
support him, respect him, but most 
itnportantly, Jove him. Don't let 
troubled waters make you weary, 
because as long a~ you can-see a bet-
ter day ahead, is worth the struggle. 
But, when your vision is clouded by 
heartache and pain a1one, let him go. 
This means that the problem is more 
than just that particular struggle you 
are dealing with at that time. If you 
continue to stay in this unhealthy 
relationship , 'fou will become 
trapped. You are only '"standing by''; 
thus, you are standing still. You are 
not growing and learning as you 
should be. The relationship is no 
longer helping you, it is holding you 
back. 
A man should bring out the 
best in you; he should be able to act 
as your support system. If he doesn't 
know what he wants to excel iO·, he 
cai1 't help you achieve to the highest 
degree. Because he doesn't know 
how to bring out the best in himself, 
he cannot help you find the best in 
yourself. If h~ doesn' t have any 
hopes or dreams, he cannot help you 
reach your goaJs. You are not look· 
ing for the same things in life; there· 
fore, you oughr not be searching 
togethe~ , 
There is no such thing as 
the "perfect man" or a "perfect rela-
tionship," but there is a man in the 
. 
world who is ''perfect'' for you. Take 
your time in relationships and be 
careful when giving your he'art to 
someone. Don't get caught up in the 
superficial aspects of a relationship: 
the things he buys you and the places 
he takes you. Don't be so shallow. 
Concenlrate on the emotional aspect.s 
of a relationship. Ask yourself what 
he is doing for your bean and your 
mind . 
If you should happen to fall 
in love with a man who has no direc-
tion, no desire of success and no self-
regard, don't try to change him, the 
results could be disastrous. Instead, 
give him a chance to grow as an indi· 
vidual, let him go. Remember, you 
must be on the same ro·ad, going in 
the same direction in order to make 
your Jove last. Ladies, love alone 
just isn't enough. 
Kendra M. Johnson is a Freshman in 
the School ofCommunicaticn.s 
MID \ERl"\S ARE COMING AND 
~OU HA~EN'1 9EEN TO CLA~S 
~ E1. AND 'iO\l \-\A\IEN''l' eioU<":i\-i\ 
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'CAUSE THAT'!:> All 'iO\J GOT JJ.'--"'" 
The Perils of an Inner-City College 
Corey N. Martin 
As students at a ''histori-
cally black university'', a tenn that 
we often hear thrown around by 
outsiders with regard to the compo-
sition of our institution, we are not 
living in the ''reaJ world," but rather 
a fantasy land where everyone is 
black and proud. To a certain 
extent, their assessment is valid. 
Here at Howard 
University, we find ourselves free 
to express ourselves as we see fit. 
We are able to extend our realms of 
consciousness and knowledge of 
self without concern that ''Big 
Brother'' is constaritly looking over 
our shoulders. Or as friends attend-
ing white institutions have con-
veyed (to me), the academic envi-
ronment is hindered when your 
actions are constantly scrutinized as 
representative of your entire race. 
However, in a tangible 
sense, the term ''real world'' is 
much more descriptive of our expe-
riences here than anything our 
white counterparts over in 
Georgetown or Tinleytown could 
be exposed to. Which school is in 
an area more representative of the 
real problems facing real people, 
Howard or Georgetown? Howard 
or American? Howard or any white 
school in this area? I think it's 
Howard. 
Trimming the fat and cut-
ting to the meat of thi s article, as 
''real world'' students living in a 
reaJ world, it is imperative that . we 
are aware of the very real dangers 
of our environment. We can't be 
lulled into believing that we exist in 
a bubble free of crime and the 
other perils surrounding our envi-
ronment. 
The University has resist-
ed pressures to isolate itself from 
the larger black community. 
Physical walls blocking the: 
University off from LeDroit Park 
and Shaw would only reinforce the 
existing social walls that have pre-
vented the affluent and impover-
ished elements of our community 
from coming together. By the same 
token, the lack of a serene environ-
ment leaves us exposed to all of the 
negative elements in the communi-
cy. This is something that many of 
the students here (at Howard) fail to 
realize. Almost any night of the 
week, students can be seen walking 
unaccompanied across campus at 
night. Inevitably, Howard students 
are often the victims of violent 
crimes ranging from anned robbery 
to rape. 
Efforts have been made on 
the part of the University to 
increase awareness of crime pre-
vention and crime statistics. 
Further, new lights are being put in 
place to increase illumination. 
Services like the Howard 
11 
University, Student Patrol are 
around to escort students, faculty 
and staff safely around cainpus. 
The student patrol is an active com-
munity patrol, augmenting security 
in areas they cannot reach in their 
cruisers. 
Yet, it is the responsibility 
of each of us as individuals students 
to empower ourselves '.1fld take our 
personal safety into our own hands. 
We must make wise decisions 
[when we travel] after dark; more-
over, we must treat our inner city 
hom·e [like every other] inner city in 
America-a war zone. In addition, 
we must be conscious of the terrain 
and also the safest routes of getting 
from point to point. . 
Always walk in groups, 
and more than anything else, be 
aware of those around you. 'They'' 
see you, so make sure you see 
''them.'' 
Finally, we must make use 
of the services provided. The 
Howard University Student Patrol 
operates Sunday thru Thursday, 5 
p.m. to 12 a.m. They can be 
reached at 806-4624, while 
University security can be contact· 
ed 24 hours daily at 806-1100. 
Protect yourself before you wreck · 
yourself. 
The writer works with the Howard 
l/niversity Student Association 
(HUSA) Sec11rity Liaison. 
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The Results The Results The Results 
GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
Undergraduate Trustee 
Lea11.v Mattl1ews 
COUEGE OF FINE ARTS 
President 
William Smith 
Vice President 
Kyla Pitcher 
Treasurer 
Alicia'Dixop 
Secretary 
Rhonda Boone 
UGSA Representative 
Jenise Ballard 
' 
COLLEGE OF 
ARTS & SCIENCES 
President 
Wayne McKe11:.ie 
Vice President 
La Wanda Bla11chard 
, Secretary 
K1y.'il<1l Ja111es 
Treasurer 
Gregory' Can1pbell 
UGSA Representative 
John Bar11es 
Madeline Town.'iend 
Junior Class 
President 
Derrick Rogers 
Vice President 
Monica Jo/111son 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
President 
Jacq1,es Garibaldi 
Vice President 
Stepl1a11ie Si111.~ 
Treasurer 
S1,sa11 W. Pil·kett 
Secretary 
Mela11ie Alsto11 
UGSA Representative 
' 
Jeron1e Alexander 
Stacie Ha1\·ki11.<1 · 
Kanikt1 M(1gee 
A11toinette R11ssell 
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
President 
Orande Miller 
Vice President 
Leslie Willia1ns 
Treasurer 
Keitl1 Jackso11 
Secret.ary 
Racl1el Richardson 
UGSA Representative 
VaneJ·sa Hill 
SCHOOL OF 
COMMUNICATIONS 
Prcside11 t 
Ros)'l.}·11 Sc11cl1el 
Vice-Pre~iden1 
Julia11 Gc1irl1er 
The College of Arts & Sciences Student Council 
and 
' 
• Youngest 
State Senator in 
Louisiana 
History 
• Youngest 
member of the 
103rd Congress 
The Louisiana Club 
presents 
• Youngest 
State Senator 
in the nation -
1987 
• 
''MOVING IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION'' 
Wednesday, .March 10, 1993 
6 p.m. 
Rankin Memorial Chapel 
I 
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The Results The Results 
Secretary 
Janeya Hisle 
Department of Journali s n1 
Representati ve 
Lisa Blevi11s 
Mandine11a Kumbula 
Monica 'lewis 
Department of Radi o, TV· and 
Film 
Her111an Jackson 
Erika Woods 
UGSA Representative 
Nikki Kimborough 
Depelsha Tl10111as 
SCHOOL OF LAW 
Student Bar Associati on 
President 
Yewan<la Deida and 
Cl1arle11e Jc1ckJ·o11 are run-off 
contenders. 
Vice-President 
Monica H11gl1es 
Treasurer 
James Walker 
. ,. 
' 
s.1s• x 10 .s~ 
- · 
' ' 
Secretary 
Melanie Si1n.'fj 
Third-Year Class 
President 
Alexander Dawson 
Vice President 
Michael Epps 
Secretary 
Veronica Hill 
Treasurer 
. Sheryl Brown 
SBA Representati ve 
Raquel Gabriel 
Udy Ubo111 
Second Year Class 
President 
lewis Aske1v 
\1ice President 
Terence ColeJ· 
Secretary 
TesJ·a M1,11gen 
Treasurer 
Dior1r1e Duckett 
SBA Represen tative 
Deairil'h Hunter 
·uMA 
The Results 
" ,, ] ... 
Robert Booker 
ALLIED HEALTH 
President 
Fatin1a German 
Vice President 
Alicia Beatty 
Treasurer 
George Brownlee 
UGSA Representative 
Afri9i)•ah Wood.~ 
SCHOOL OF 
ENGINEERING 
President 
Sl1arene Sl1ealey 
Vice President 
Layla Do111an 
Treasurer 
l Hassa11 Kari111 
Secretary 
Tan)'G F1,fgl1a111 
UGSA Representatives 
Tamara Haye 
' 
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·wealth, location adds flair to neighborhood 
By Deborah Rouse 
Hilltop Staff Writ~r 
A diverse neighborhood 
with a multi-national population. 
Kalorama is made up of two sec-
tions: Kalorama Triangle a11d the 
Sheridan-Kaloran1a area, each 
differing in its social and physi-
cal composition. 
In 1904, several pron1i-
nent architects were comn1is-
sioned to design large priva1e 
re sidences on or near the 
Colu1nbia Road and Connecticut 
' Ave11ue intersec~ion. 
Developriient continued on into 
the 1900s where the most co1n-
mon urban dwelling and row 
house was introduced to 19th 
and Calvert streets, Columbia 
and Kalorama roads a 11d 
Mintwood Place. 
By 1930, Kalora1n a 
Triangle was built up almost 
entirely with a 1nyriad of row 
houses, town ho111es and apart-
ment buildings of large. and 
small scale, and only a few free-
standing dwellings. 
The first development 
west of Connecticut Avenue in 
Sheridan, Kaloran1a was influ-
enced by the nearby urban areas. 
Row houses appea red in smal l 
c lusters near Dupont Circle and 
along Connecticut Avenue again 
becaus~ of convenien1 access to 
transportation. Large apart111e11t 
buildings were introduced to the 
west of Connecticut Avenue 
along California Street. 
Sheridan-Ka lora 111a 
would develop with large lots 
and a wealth of individu ally 
co mmi ssioned , freesJanding 
houses tha1 provided homes to 
some of the District's mo~t pres-
KALORAMA: 
11g1ous citizens. Kalorama 
Triangle became a work in g, 
1niddle-class neighborhood with 
well desig11ed , spacious specula-
tive housing located convenient-
ly near the street cars. 
Throughout the 20t h 
cen tury, the neighbbrhood has 
attracted many embassies. 
Kalorama is a 
very wealth 
section of 
Washington, 
where in 1989, 
homes sold for 
over one million 
dollars. Today, 
the prices are far 
- higher .. 
Massachusetts Avenue was co1n-
1nonl y known as ''Embassy 
Row'' because the various man-
sions decorating its boulevard 
has beco1ne hosts to e1nbassy 
chanceries and residences. The 
Chinese Embassy, the Austrian 
E1nbassy and the Embassy of 
Malta are just a few embassies 
on the avenue that make thi s part 
of the Kalora1na area a popular 
tourist attractio11. 
Howeve r. the cu.ltural 
n1akeup of Kalorama is not as 
diverse as the sections of 
Adan1s Morgan or Dupont 
C irc le : yet, it does atten1pt to 
boast a bit of ethnicity, although 
11 nlay be difficult for the 
untrained eye to recognize. 
Kalorama 1s a very 
wealthy section of Washington, 
where in 1989, ·homes sold for 
over one million dollars. Today, 
the prices are far higher. And 
even though the area is clearly 
segregated in its racial composi-
tion , it is home to many. 
Although predominant-
ly white, it is located near the 
ethnically a nd racially mixed 
area of Adams Morgan , the 
Hispanic community concentrat- · 
ed 10 Mount Pleasan t. 
Populations of Ethiopian, 
Hungarian , Spanish, Lebanese, 
Italian and Greek, a ll use the 
shops and services that h ave 
attracted resideiits to the 
Kalorama area time and time 
again. 
In 1989, Kalorama 
received status as a hi s tori ca l 
district. Once an area is g iven 
the status of a historical districr, · 
demolitions, major additions or 
substantial renovations are pro-
hibited without approval. 
• Kalorama fought hard 
and lo11g to get its piece of the 
rity to become a hi storical dis-
trict. In addition, many said that 
the residents of Kalorama were 
ultimately try in g to 
''Georgetown-ize'' the 
Kalora1na area. 
In spite of this fact, many res-
idents have made Kalorama 
home because it is still in close 
proximity to ''excit in g'' city 
life. Moreover, it is convenient-
! y separated from the harsh and 
not so appea ling aspects that 
inner - city life en tails. The high 
cost of living in the Kalo rama 
area is the consequence.paid for 
its beauty. exclusiveness, safety 
and privacy. 
Residents cite their area 
KALORAMA 6. Gallery K Contemporary 
NEIGHBORHOOD Contemporary 462·2009 
GALLERIES 223~955 KALORAMA 
• 13. Midtown Gallery NEIGHBORHOOD 
·1. Baumgartner Gallery 7. SMiiy Guggenheim Contempa~ HOTELS Contemporary Contemporary Washington lnals 
1. The Embassy Row 232-6320 488-1320 387·1671 
Hotel 
2. Brody's Gallery 8. Henri Gallery 14. Touchstone Ganery 
2. The Georgetown Hotel Contemporary Fine Art Contemporary Contemporary 
462-1747 659-9313 223-6683 
3. Highland hotel 
3. Kathleen Ewing 9. Hom Gallery 15. Trocadero Textile Art 
Contemporary Fine Prints Gallery 4. Holiday Inn 
32&-0955 466-4076 Contemporary 
5. Kalorama Guest 328-8440 
4. Fisher Gallery 10. Jones Troyer House 
Contemporary Contemporary pho 16. Venabkt Neslage 
6. P.amada Renaissance American Paintings tography Galleries 
and Sculpture 328-7189 Contemporary Hotel 
26!H;255 462·1800 
11. Marsha Mateyka 7. The Ritz-Carlton 
5. Gallery 10 Contemporary 17. Veerhoff Gallery 
Contemporary 328-0088 Old and 
232·3326 ContemporaryPrlnll 
12. Mldden~orl Gallery 387·m2 
• 
I 
• 
as easily accessible to 
inner-city life. while at the 
same time, being a place 
that remains peaceful and 
virtually undisturbed . 
So, although the 
downtown District har -
bors exciting cu1s1ne, 
' entertainment and shop-
ping, th ose Jiving 1n 
Kalorama are quite con-
ient exact ly where they 
are. 
• • 
• 
PHOTOS 
BY CHUCK 
EMORY 
Pictured 
Revolution 
ary War 
General 
George 
• 
Kalorama is an 
exc lusive. high-soc iety 
and a lw ays wealthy 
neighborhood that contin-
ues to hel p make the 
District the ethnicall y and 
socially diverse place it is 
today. 
! 
l 'l f~l~A\ 
Sheridan, 
for whom 
the circle is 
named. 
' 
- ·-
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Museum houses erica's 
' 
culture and history 
By Joyce E. Davis 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The DUpo11t Kaloran1a Museum .Walk, on 
which seven wonderful 111useums are included, 
was e s tabli s hed by the Dupon1-Kalora111a 
Museums Conso11iu1n for the purpose of pro1not-
ing the neighborhoods and museums located in 
these neighborhoods. 
The fir s t of the mL1seums. the C<l' lumbia 
Historical Society, was establi shed in 1984 as the 
hi s tori cal society for the nati on's capi tal. 
Composed of more than 900 n1e1nbers. the Society 
is a non-profit educational association e11gaged in 
research and publicatio11. The Society is located 
at 1307 New Hampshire Ave .. N.W. (202) 785-
2068. 
Next is the Barney Studio House at 2306 
Massachu setts Ave., N.W. (202) 357-3 111 . 
Originally built in 1902 by Alice Pike, Bar ney 
added culture to Washingto11, D.C. The house was 
donated to the Smithsonian l11 st itution by Barney's 
daughters in 1960. After careful renovatio11. the 
house was filled with Alice Barney 's pai11tings 
and those by her friends, along with ornate furni-
ture , oriental rugs and other decorative baubles. 
Fondo Del Sol, a visual art and media 
center was established in 1973 as a non-profit 
• 
arts organization dedicated to presenting. pron101-
ing and preserving the cultu res of the A111ericas 
thcough exhibitions of contemporary artists and 
craftsmen . The Center also organizes spec ial 
events such as festivals, lectures and educat ional 
and perfo rn:iance a rt progra1n s. In addition, 
videotapes documenting the work of individual 
artists and community cultural events are also 
available. Fondo Del Sol is located at 2112 R 
Street, N.W. (202) 483-2777. 
At 2320 S Street. N.W. is the Texti le 
Museum. A private, non-profit institution, the 
museum offers a permanent panorama of man's 
creative achievements in the textile arts. Founded 
in 1925 by George Hewitt Myers, a private collec-
\ 
tor. the museu111 houses fine collections of textiles 
fron1 Turke)', Pers ia , Egypt, Ind ia, China, 
lndo11esia and Spain. For more information on the 
Tex tile Museum call (202) 667-0441. 
The life and times of President Woodrow 
Wilson are captured in the ~ational ffi s toric 
Landtnark and the Woodrow 'Nilson House locat-
ed at 2340 S Street, N.W. (202) 387-4062. T~e 
red brick s tructure is rich with meme ntos of 
Wi lson's hi storic career and hi s friendships with 
international figures. The House also reminds vis-
itors of the gentle ti es of family and imparts a 
sense of upper-middle-class living in the 1920s. 
Built in 1915, the House is a museum property of 
. the Nat ional Trust for Historic Preservation and is 
accredited by the American Association of 
Museums. 
The Society of the Cincinnati. the oldest 
patriotic organization in the United States, is 
housed in the Anderson House. Completed in 
1906 by its builder, the Honorable Larz Anderson, 
the house is a supreme example of Washington's 
•·great house." Upon Anderson's death in 1937, 
the house and its European and oriental contents 
were given to the Society of the Cincinnati for a 
headquarters. The Society has assembled a muse-
um in the Anderson House of the American 
Revolution containing · portraits, weapons and 
othe r relics of that particular era. The Anderson 
House is located at 21 18 Massachuset ts Ave., 
N.W. (202) 785-0540. 
The first museum of modern art in the 
United Slates, the Phillips Memorial Gallery, 
opened in the fall of 1921 in two rooms of the 
fam i ly hon1e of founder Duncan Phillips. 
Building on a sn1al l family collection, Phillips 
even tually amassed son1e 2,500 works of a11-
pai111i11gs, drawings, prints. pho tographs and 
sculptures. The museum is most noted for its 19th 
and 20th century French paintings. and its collec-
tion of American modernist works. The Phillips 
Collection is located at 1600 21st Street, N.W. 
(202) 387-0961. 
' i 
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Palestinian c·ompares South rica to Israel 
By Bashaan Prewitt 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The oppressive situation 
t111der \vhi ch the black people of 
So t1tl1 Afri c a li ve is sin1ilar to 
th ~1t of the Palestinia11 people 
Dr. Anan Ameri 
L1 1der the O('C tipation of Israel. 
~<1ys Dr. A11<111 A111eri , president 
o f' Pales 1i r1e A id Soc iety of 
A1ne ri<:a. 
··w e are bo th Oppressed by 
outsiders who are taking over 
our land and resources," said 
A nan. 
Her observations were 
shared last Friday night at the 
World Peace Center, 2111 
Florida Ave., N.W., where she 
gave a slide show presentation 
of her recent trip to South 
Africa. 
Like the white South 
Africans that ' 'took over a nation 
that wasn't theirs," Israelis took 
over the Palestinians' land after 
World War II, forcing the people 
of Pales1ine. including Anan's 
t·amily, to move to countries 
such as Jordan where her family 
presently lives, she said. 
Anan 's fami·ly has been 
living in Jordan since 1948. In 
197 I she left her family to work 
in Lebanon . Then in 1974 she 
moved to 
attending 
University. 
Detroit, Michigan 
Wayne State 
In addition to having their 
land confiscated, black South 
Africans and Palestinians have 
had their homes bulldozed by 
these governments who have 
a1so imprisoned, maimed and 
killed thousands of people who 
resisted this oppression. the soci-
-. 
ologist maintained. 
Anan went to South Africa 
last November on a mon1h-long 
trip with the U.S. South Africa 
Sister Community Project, an 
organization that tries to link 
Americans and Soulh Africans. 
She visited Johannesburg, 
Capetown and surrounding 
townships. Her slides showed 
poverty-stricken townships: 
houses made of metal, which 
Indians give account of ~ulture 
By Kimberly Bryant 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
professions in general , she said. in the top-level government 
Ecluca tio n is cha11 ging tbe 
llt1tlook of \\0111e11 in India. bpt 
1l1e departu re fro m traditi o n 'i s 
l1indt>ri11g the total development 
ot· the \\'l)!11en . 
Chaudhary, nevertheless, pos itions they now hold. 
denounced the practice of femal e Moreover. India boasts of having 
infan1icide and labeled it ''s ick·· had an outstanding and world 
wherever it exi s ts; but she renown prime minister, Indira 
stressed there was cultural ratio- Gandhi. an accomplishment of 
nale which was grounded on which the American society had 
econo1111c concerns. yet to boast, Chaudhary asserted. 
' Tl1esc views \vere ex.pressed 
b)' ..,eve rnl 111e 111b e r s o f the 
What should be noted. sl1e Also speaking of women's 
l11dii_1 11 co111ml111i1 y at Howard 
U11i,·e rs it )' \Vho reacted to the 
\Vas h ing to n Pos t article. on 
Fcb.18 ti tled ··s o r11 Oppressed''. 
Tl1e artic le focuses on the 
added, was that in every palriar- significance in India, Venugopal 
chal society, including the Muttangi , "a graduate student in 
United States. greater honor is computer science at Howard, 
given 10 the birth of a son who is recalled his instructions at ele-
fe111<1le infa11t ic ide which is 
re po rtccll y 1Jr:.1c ti ce d bt)r 
rural co111111u11i 1ies in l11dia . · 
Accordi11g to 1l1e fea-
ture. each year l1u11dreds of 
11e\\·born gi rls in \11dia are 
··111urdercd'' by their p1.1r-
e11ts bec au se the fa 1ni ~y 
n1ight not be able to afford 
tl1e do\vry (JJay111ent by <1 
girl ·s pare r1t s tu boy·s 011 
111a rr iage pro pos1.1I) OJ 
bec~1L1se tl1e birth of tl1e girl 
is :.1 '>yr11bol o f ,pe ril ous 
ti111e-. to co111e. \\1hereas the 
birtl1 01· a <,01  signals pros-
per1t~. 
' 
I lo'' c\·er. A11ju Chaudliary, a 
H11~d u . :.111d professor of journa!-
i -. 111 at HO\\'<.trd University, con-
te11ded tl1at 1l1e article was ''one-
sided·· and ··exaggerated .' . It did 
11ot d\\1el l on the positi ve strides 
\\•hil·h lndia11 \\1ome11 were n1ak-
ing. particufarl y i11 the area of 
po l itil·~. ed uca ti on. and in the 
expected to ··carry on '' the fami -
ly na1ne. And in India, claimed 
Chaudhary, the birth of a son is" 
especially important in poor 
areas, for the family relies 011 hi s 
labor for economic support . 
In addition, she emphasized 
tha1 women in India was highly 
respected, a fact that is renected 
-GLANCE AROUND THE WORLD 
by Prudence Layne 
UNITED ST ATES 
\V,.\ SHI NGTON - President Clinton was due to meet with the deposed 
Pre~ident Jean- Bertrand Aris1ide of Haiti this week at the White House. 
accorc.li11g to Secretary of State Warren Christopher. Christopher said 1he 
Clir1tor1 ad r11inistratior1 was rnoving on several fron1s to try and restore de1noc-
racy i11 H<ti ti. . 
He ,aid the United States was prepari11g to process niore applica1ions from 
I laitian~ 10 (le1er111i11e if the}' should be granted political asylum. (Reuters) 
S\\'EDEN 
KIRUNA - A space rocket suddenly ignited while on its flatbed las! Saturday 
and ~hot ~ll<.ce Range. kill ing a technician and injuring three others. Officials 
are i11\CStigat ing. but said they had no clear indication of a cause ror the acci-
de nt . whi ch occurred as technicians were checking the Orion rocket on a flat 
t e~tbed fo <' a launch that was scheduled for this week. (Reuters) 
SARAJEVO 
U.S. Air Force made its second drop of emergency food and medical supplies 
afier its firs t drop fell into the hands of attacking Serb nationalis1 forces 
instead of tl1e beleaguered Musliins civilians for whom it was intended. The 
!iecor1d drop included more than 18 tons of food an~ medicine near the Serb-
beseiged tO\vn of Zepa . (Washington Posl) 
SOt\1ALIA 
Mogadishu - Commercial ac1ivity is showing greater confidence almosl after 
three months of U.S.-led intervention into Somalia which has been tom apan 
by internal ar1n conflict. Shipping activity is increasing. among which was a 
Kenyan oil tanker which was selling fuel oil wholesale. Other vessels have 
brought food . (Washington Post Foreign Service). 
CUBA 
Ha\'aiia ~ A l thou gh Ct1ba is facing ils toughest economic, crisis since. the 
break up of the co111111unist bloc in Er1stern Europe, the govenjment still offers 
scholarships. to 17.0 10 fore ign students from 72 Third Worlj.1 countries. said 
Manuel Agran1on1e, head of the Cuban Foreign Ministry's scholarship depart· 
1nc11t. linter Press Service). • 
' 
' 
mentary school: ·'Always 
worship your mother first, 
then your father, then 
your teachers." 
But Ucharita Alagudu, a 
physics graduate student, 
characterized male-
female relationships in 
India as '"a complicated 
mess.'' ''There is a lot of 
discrimination against 
women, yet a lot of 
respect ," she said. 
For instance, a woman 
is -praised for her role as 
mother and wife, but if a 
her husband were to die, 
the widow's life becomes 
the epitome of mi ser·y, 
Alagudu said . Her life is so 
inextricably tied to her husband 
t·hat on his death she has to 
shave her head, a symbol of 
mour11ing and destruction upon 
her beauty. 
And, she has to live with her 
husband 's family or return to her 
family 's home. Female remar-
riage is an extreme rarity , 
Alagudu noted. ''But for a wid-
ower," she added, ''remarriage is 
condoned and frequent." 
Dr. ~akshmi Rao, a resident 
doctor at Howard University 
' hospital cited a modification in 
Indian culture: ''The roles of 
family members are very defined 
in India, but the situation has 
been changing." 
As women become more edu-
cated, they function as equal 
partners in the decision-making 
in the family and are able to 
demand more.Rao said. 
Yet, the culture plays a 
dominant role in marriage, 
which has a different pattern 
than in the United States. For 
example, in India, the woman, 
before her marriage, she is not 
al lowed to date or attend non-
family socials because of the 
threat of ''loosing her virginity," 
said Sarita Dharmarajan, a junior 
majoring in pre-pharmacy. 
And so, ''i t doesn't really 
matter how progressive you 
are," Dharmarajan said, '' as a 
woman ... you will always be one 
step below (men).'' 
Chaudhary, who has been liv-
ing here for 25 years, said the 
Indian culture holds that ''true 
love'' is found only after mar-
riage. However, Alagudu, a 
U.S. resident for nearly three 
years, disagreed. ''True love," 
she suggested, ' 'should be expe-
'rienced through dating.'' 
were practically like ovens on 
very hot days; and bucket-carry-
ing children who trek long dis-
tances to get drinking water. 
Anan also compared the 
townships of the South Africans 
with some areas in Beirut.J For 
example, in Alexandria, which is 
a town ship of Johannesburg, 
there are 350,000 people living 
in one square mile. 
··1 was shocked by what 
I've see~ in South Africa," said 
Anan. ' 'People are in desperate 
need of houses , people are in 
desperate need for land and peo-
' pie are in desperate need for 
' 
schools." 
Unemployment is 50 
percent among blacks . The 
whites control 87 percent of the 
land, she related. 
The slides al so depicted 
fine luxurious homes with we\1-
m anic u red lawns owned by 
whites in contrast to the poverty 
stricken townships. These two 
, segregated communities can be 
within a mile from each other. 
' 'They are so poor and 
so deprived yet they are very 
warm an.d hospitable," said 
Anan describing the oppressed 
blacks of South Africa. · 
Anan also desc"ribes the 
.white South Africans as very 
racist. She remembers one cab 
driver. who was white complain-
ing that there were too many 
black people there . ··1 wanted to 
say this is Africa. If you wanted 
to see more whites then go to 
Europe," said Anan . 
She explained being racist in 
South Africa is an in~titution, so 
whites have absolutely no 
remorse or guilt . '' If you speak 
out again st it (raci sm) they 
would loo k at you as if your 
were crazy," said Anan. 
FOREIGN· FORUM 
Does anyone hear the Haitians cry for justice? 
• 
By Marx Aristide 
At the fu11eral of the victims 
of those who perished recently 
in a ferry -boat between Port-de-
Prince and Jeremie, a city in the 
southern part of the country, the 
military demonstrated just how 
much respect it h{ls for the 
Haitjan people. 
Not only did the military beat 
and arrest many people, but the 
bishop of the mass was attacked 
in front of observers from the 
Organization of American Stat.es 
and the United Nations, who are 
part · of the broad initiative to 
monitor the human rights situa-
tion in Haiti and to pave the way 
for the eventu-al return . of 
President Jean-Bertrand 
Aristide. 
It has now been 17 months 
since the brutal military coup 
d'etat .toppled the democratical-
ly el:ected government of 
Aristide. As a result, over 3,000 
innocent civilians have been 
reportedly killed; 40,000 others 
are in hiding, and another 
40,000 have been forced to risk 
their lives on the high sea. 
Summary executions, torture 
and disappearance are common-
place. According to a recent 
report of Amnesty International: 
''Human rights abuse is part of 
.most Haitians' daily life." 
The time has come for the 
international community to get 
serious about resolving the crisis 
in Haiti ,' and it should be under-
stood that any attempt to do so 
must have as its comefstone the 
restoration of President Aristide. 
Clearly, the Haitian people 
have shown the international 
community through their con· 
stant call for the restoration. At 
the disrupted funeral service 
they cried, ''Aristide or death." 
They demonstrated calling for 
restoration of democracy, and 
for tougher sanctions even if it 
\ 
means further suffering. 
The people have been relent-
less. They will nol rest until 
their choice is respected . It . 
there fore, behooves Pres ident 
Bill Clinton to keep his election 
pron1ises to exert direct pressure 
fro1n the U.S. to help restore the 
Aristide government. Seriously 
~ . 
cr110rcing the economic embargo 
and urging our European allies 
to respec t it would be 11n easy 
first step. 
Other available measures 
include freezing the coup lead-
ers' asse ts in Switzerland and 
the U. S. in the f'o r1n of bank 
accounts and stocks. and seiz-
i 11g vi sas ot· those associated 
\Vith the coup. In addition. the 
U.S. can present a highly visible 
diplotnatic campaign to support 
President Aristide and condemn 
the military regime. 
.But an immigration ~lockage 
being implemented on people 
fleeing political repression is not 
only immoral and illegal, it is 
ultimately unworkable. 
Elected with over 67 percent 
of the popular vote in Haiti ' s 
first-ever democratic elections, 
Aristide was given a clear man-
date from the Haitian people. In 
choosing Aristide, the Haitian 
people rejected 11 others, 
including Marc Bazan, the U.S. -
sponsored candidate who today 
acts as puppet Prime Minister 
for lhe military regime. 
The people are credible in 
their call for an end to this mili-
tary regime. During the seven 
months of Aristide's presidency, 
human ri ghts viol aiions were 
reduced by 75 percent. and his 
attempts . to reform the judicial 
system \vere praised by intei;na-
tio nal human rights organiza-
tions such as An1erica ·s \Vatch. 
Amne sty. and the Lawyers 
Committee. for Hun1an Rights . 
Haitians ceased fle e ing the 
country and 1nany in exile had 
made plans to retL1rn . 
While Aristide brought hope 
to the vast Hait ian population, 
his stance against theft and cor-
ruption i11 the public administra-
tion did nol sit \\1ell with Haiti 's 
powerful and corrupl elite. His 
attempts to stop drug trafficking 
and to call upon Haitians to pay 
taxes were seen as a ··radical'' 
concept by Haitian elites who _ 
resorted to a co up d'etat to 
regain power. 
This coup d'etat is an attempt 
to reVert Haili to the sorry days 
of dictatorship. Indeed. the gen-
eralized system of terror institut-
ed since the coup is reminiscent 
of the Duvalier 's infernal 
machine. 
The Haitian people have 
spoken quite eloquently, ''Haiti 
plus Aristide equal Democracy." 
It's high time the international 
community li stened. 
Marx Aristide is co-director of 
the Haiti Reborn Campaign of 
ttie Quixote Center, a multi-
issue peace and justice organiza-
tion, based in Washington, D.C. 
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126th Charter Day boycotted 
Boycott .from A 1 
I got there. If Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and oth-
ers had not met the challenge 30 years ago, I would 
not be here today," Espy said. 
In his address to the audie nce, including Dr. 
Dorothy Heighl, presidenl of the National Council 
of Negro Women, Eleanor Holmes Norton , D.C. 
delegate to the U.S. House of Representatives, and 
students f~om several D.C. public schools, Espy 
outlined President Bill Clinton's economic plan 
and stressed the need for serving the community. 
··11·s not about I. It's not about me. It 's about 
we and us," Espy said. 
Later Tuesday evening, the University honored 
seven alumni for distinguished postgraduate 
achieven1ent at the annual Charter Day Dinner held 
at the Washington Hilton and Towers. The hon-
orees were: Alpha Coles Blackburn. 1961 
Bachelor of Arts and 1964 Master of Fine Arts, 
and Walter Scott Blackburn. 1963 Bachelor of 
Architecture. for creative arts and cOmmunity ser-
vice; Paul Louis Ctien-Young, 1961 Bachelor of 
Arts, for business; Charlene Drew Jarvis, 1964 
Master of Science, for politics and community se r-
vice; Annie Brown Kennedy, 1951 Juris Doctor, 
for law and pol it ics; Hanes Walton, Jr .. 1967 
Doctor of Philosophy, for education; and the late 
Melvin Lindsey posthumously, 1977 Bachelor of 
Arts, for entertainment. 
'' It's a humbling and thrill ing experience to be 
so honored by this university," said Alpha Coles 
Blackburn said. 
Dr. George T. Butler, Jr., senior vice president 
and executive producer of the Columbia Records 
Division of Sony Music, presided over the dinner, 
whose attendance was apprvximately 2,000 includ-
ing the 'Honorable Sharon Pratt Kelly, mayor of the 
District of Columbia. 
''They reflect the best of wha t Howard is 
about." Kelly said, referring to the alumni. 
While many reflected upon the University, Dr. 
Wayma11 F. Smith Ill, Chairman of the Board of 
Trustees, may have captured the spirit of Charter 
Day: 
''Our alma mater has survived many economic 
and social difficulties. Howard supporters remain 
loya l and grow more dedicated and stronger each 
year. We must strive to perpetuate the Howard 
legacy and prepare for the uncertainty of the year 
2000," Smith said. 
GOOD LUCK TO THE 
'ASCENSION' 
' 
PLATFOR 
FOR HUSA PRESNICE. PRES 
HU student 
accepts Miss 
Black USA 
• 
crown. 
PAGE NT form A 1 
a few pageants. but this is the 
first time I was calm and at 
case. Of course. I had the nor-
mal jitterbugs a11d butterflies 
that you gel on stage. but I was 
real!}' relaxed. And going into 
the pageant I told myself that I 
was going to focus on 111e. I 
wasn't going to focus on what 
anybody else was doing.·· 
Warren said. 
How does 
a baby 
feels when 
he/she is 
born to an 
unwanting 
famly? 
CONGIC.ATS- TO L THOSE 
·INDIVIDU S WHICH II~ 
C PAIG DANI> 
CA 1 •TURED THEIR STUDENT 
GO R ENT POSITIONS IN 
THEIR SCHOOLS ANI> 
COLLEGES ANI> IN THE 
GE IC.Al, ASSEMBLY 
Warren 's future plan s· 
include owning a radio and tele-
vision station and building a 
tra11sitional community for the 
hoineless. She would also like 
t- to compete in the Miss Howard 
pageant before leaving the 
University. 
I don't 
know,but I'm 
glad my par-
ents decided 
to keep me. 
··1 may be here at Howard a 
little bi! longei:~ but I want to 
run for Miss Howard," Warren' 
said. 
She added. ''My main goal is 
to give God the glory and to 
make su re that I serve in the 
respect that he wants me to." 
THIS SPRING 
BRE 
' 
lets be 
reasonable ... 
DON'T 
DRI 
• 
' 
& DRIVE. 
-
, 
• 
• 
-
• 
" 
, 
he University ~/uh is an exciting new program for col/Bf/9 students. Mlllllbers fBCBire 
special benefits soch month simply by shopping al frifl(e Georges Plaza. To join, 
bring a current col/ega i. a. to the Customer Service Center and fill out a form to r«eive a 
membe/Jhip card. This month, present your card at participating Prince Georges Plaza stoms to 
r«eive these specials: 
A C.CE'°"'T t-I A •H. SA LOJ"lll · Shampoo I. 
st)'I• Sl6. 00; Rfio~" & s~ S33.00 
. 
B. DALTO l'"'t B OOK.STO K E -tor~ 
1"'6- off all m«rhandisf 1xduting fflOgaziM & gih c11flfkotts. 
C 11"1 rlf A DO N -Buy l'lfo hHPf roJb rmd t)ff<Nlt h 
TH I! COMFLETI!. A T l11 Ll!.TC. -
leu/n 1"'6 off Ollf Oil!! itMt. (No daubh d~ounls, no speaal 
txderJ, ilorr slod only, MlamiDng fllJI indud«J_J 
DOG PAI. A CF, - lll(l/~eafm 11ounc1softdtink 
with tlM purdiou of any dog .t f~. 
FlrT H A Vl!.J"llUI!. - l«.rirtl0%offmlnon-sah 
""""""'"' FLAM e H s - R¥1ivf 109' off regvlorly plired iftmf 
mluding rp«iol "'"'· 
F OOTLOC K E R -l«li~el0%afffflfllJ01primd 
llttm ..... you panlwM SMlot mOff lxdud«r fdtit«m. 
F.W .. WOOL'WOHTH - flK1ir10/5% 
i/IRwnt on any purdl~. 
G.c. M U RPH Y -l1rtirll0%oflall 
,,,..'dront/M ,.m/ttMS. (Exdudklg mtouronf and conrmion. tiff al 
c .. - s.mc. Ocrlr r¢t" I 
<iOODY ll!AR A UTO S E RV• Cll:! 
C:. r. ""' -r r. R - lltoiu an oiJ, lubtkati0tt ond fi/111 cho1J9* 
plus air. wflfy intp«fion !01 S14.50. 
HAHrt S H O ES - l«fi~1JOf6olfanypurr/lml. 
HIG H ENl! R G V - l«fiYIOIO%distaunronaU 
(l(Jlf-sa/I iffmS. 
HOT SH O P Pl!.5 - l«lirio/0%diKOunlatJany 
purdlru. 
H8tK B L O C K -R«li~1ol09'diStountanlat 
ptlpt#Dtioo. 
IKV•l'IO'S Sr<> R T SHOP S - Inn 
10.. off oll tr011-JDif H1tru. 
JB· ROBIJ"llSOl'"'t ..I £ W E: L ll!R S -
letli~• o 1096 dkuunt an all t1011·s.ol• mtrtMm/iu. 
KAY ..J E W E L J! H S - 1«5r1JJ96oflsa/«f.J 
mttrMntliu . 
KI rit rlf r. Y SH 0 e S - At/difionaJ ltlf6 t/iwunt IHI 
pt#1fllVllnf ma'*datmi, 
L ADV FOOTl~OCK l!H -l«•lfJ1'off 
"" ,.,... pri<• ,, all-" """"""""· 1- .,, indutl.I.) 
L e r1 sCRAFTER S -l«liN"'6oR.,, 
''""""'· 
LITT l'l"IAl"I ..J lr:.W E L E RS - l ltlin2Jflfoff 
""·"'"-"""-th--. 
PAYLESS KIDS -loiw18"olff11"tt--1'11f 
""""""'""· 
P'AYLll! S S Suor.SOUK.Cll! - llCJM 2°" aff alJ non-Jilk 1'1dtdcmlM. 
l"'Ol" l!. V E'S EXFKll!SS - 11Uittflff6llf 
or.yon!«. 
P-YKA,...ID BOOKST OR ll! _ ,..,. 
10% off OllY purthMI. 
RADIO SHACK _,,_.,,.,a.tr tJ ilf1 
- ""' "" llanMy,. .,,,. fDI flit,.. 
R E GIS HAIKSTVLl8T -l«n lMf/f 
.., hlllnty/I. 
ROMAl'"'t D r.LIGHT PIZZA _,..,, 
I/Hi off di lo«/,.,,-. 
ROY HOG l'!.KS - 1..W.fQlol{fll fo# 
""""""· SAM Clooov -1.uirt l~oH,._., ,.., 
[J)'i or mrla. 
' SILVE R CKEATIOJ"llS -btW••/l'l f/ffl 
/flmS tmpl sp«ia/ly ptiad i!Mt 
SMA L L' S FOKMALWl!AK - f« \• 
$JO oHdl ;,,;g,., ,,,,..,. «Iii Sleolf., r!asJlc ll"8 lw-r 
frrlttmity or $Mlrlty fotmols. 
ST~AK ESC APE -llt'lllNIO'ffolftrlfi 
pwr/ias•. 
SUl""IO L A S S HV T -~f two,-S o/fAa•w• 
rraftl '°" off,,,, 1rxl pail °"" udDil.s ~" - j I rf 
ifmrs. 
TO F K " F I - l«lird 1096 oH told pate/lfsl. 
WATCH OUT - loir1 1°" 11ffll"""1~ 
woldl bond!, "'11/JMs arJ Ip«k1/Jy /Ifie# ifmf. 
Z r. •a>Le K at Z E •DLE R ...,.,. ,,,.,,, 
oll -iw.dlu. 
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FREEMAN BY KHARI J. SAMPSON 
" 
, 
FREEMAN: the legend lingers on 
One year later, University wonders at hero's whereabouts 
' By ShorM Hogon 
llltip Stott Writer 
Any student who was 
ii\ attendance at Green Stadium 
during 1he September 14 football 
game of 1991 will never forget 
the day a Mecca pnivcrsity leg-
end was born. 
That day. a mysterious 
man in black sweats. rcq high-
tops. and a green mask with sun- . 
glasses found his way to the top 
of one of the stadium lights. 
From there, the man confronted 
and dCficd police while leading 
cheers. To top the afternoon off. 
the man soon to be known as 
Freeman caught a ride on a low-
fl y i ng helicopter and disap- . 
peared. 
Left: The mpterloue rogue Frw1mrn Mande on top.of GrMn 
~um lght. Right: Frwnen I••• pollc. In 1191 parade. 
Thus began a string of 
appearances around the D.C. 
area, ranging from an interview 
wi1h an llltip reporter to a high 
profile disruption of the "Laat 110phomore in fine ans. "He did 
Gulf War Parade" held October things that none of us [students] 
4. 1991 . He has been sighted \l(Ould dare conSider." But 
assaulting alleged drug dealers senior Karin Joyce disagrees. 
and rescuing children from .a fire "Freeman was obvious· 
on the other. Consequently, ly a psycho," she says. "Why 
opinion1 on Freeman's actions else would someone dress up 
and motivations have been and like something from a comic 
remain mixed. book? 
"I though! he was really 
cool," say1 Kenya Jenkins, a 
A FREEMAN CHRONOLOGY 
1991 
--first seen on the Yard September·? protesting the Supfeme 
Court nomination of Clarence Thomas. Fled f\.:{ecca securi-
ty personnel after fighting angry bystanders. 
--appeared during September 14 football g~e (see related 
s tory, above). 
-- Interviewed by llltip repofte~ Nia Wethe;so·n (''Por.trait of 
a Freeman," ILLTIP, Scplembcr 27, \991). 
--Chased by police through October 4 parade (see above). 
··Rescued children in October 8 fire. 
--AssauJtcd anned teenagers October 28 at Peach Avenue 
McDonald's, causing 'm~crate property damage. 
1~2 • 
--Rumored tb-have worked with a vigilant~, leading to the 
arrest of convicted druglord and kidnapper Duke Haley. 
1993? ? ? ? ? ? ?"' ? ? ? ? 
• 
' ' 
. 
oot ':f~ 
Even. more compelling 
than questions of his character 
is that of Freeman's true identity. 
Volumes of opinions are heard 
on the subject. 
"I think he 's a local 
high schooI ·scudent with nothing 
better to do," speculated Turner 
pla888 ... Ffffmon, page A9 
E 
pr~ei- . j. •• 
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MICROSCOPIC OZZARK & co 
BY WILLIAM D JACKSON 
(JI, 5TEVE. lf N T THl5 
KOJ.\All TIC ? 
S111111ner 
Jlousing 
m 
New 
York 
City 
' 
\ 
Houslaga..U.ble 
Moy ZS.Aqutl 14 
F'or more information 
and an a~ication, 
call toll free 
1-~824NYU 
ext. 776 
llewYoit ~11•11111 iWli>e 
•d ' ,..~··· • 
• 
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/llCS T. BABY, 
l >t NOT (,jfOf fN{, 
j.-05/3 -'<iM£ Wcl6 
VII R\T 8A$fAR l 'o) 
r 
MD TAKE 
A Mm. 
WU! )'O't be wortiq. doilli an internship, or 
en~ 1 summer in New York? You can 
IM! ID Ille bwt of Greenwich llllase" an 
NYU AvorHte or take a courw: in our CJdtifl8 
summer sessions If you Wb. 
• Minutes from New York's buslneas and 
ailtural centers 
• Aputment-st)te and traditlooal residencu; 
siqle llld dooble occupancy 
• OuhtaDding sports.recreation facility 
• Includes the New York P..rperi9:t, an 
enjoyable ooocredil pr08Jll!I ezplortng 
careers and c:alture in NewYort CllJ 
•Oler 1,000 uoderpaduate, gr.aduate, .Hid 
professiollal 
courlt9 offered 
day and ... Ding at 
New 
York 
University 
NYU Smn·er Houtq 
14A W.Sbington Place 
New York, N.Y. 10003 
CONGRATULATIONS! 
ROBENA RICHARDSON 
Winner of the 1993 .. 94 
Howard University 
Microsoft Technical 
Scholarship 
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hair that's on your 
head? Kin ? 
Permed? Braided? Bobbed? 
, · Or not 
BALD 
BALD 
BALD 
By Valarie Williams 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
, 
I t car1 111ake you or break you-. At \east.that is what some people think. 
Your l1:1ir. depc11ding on its length 
a11d upkeep. can de note di s tinction. 
,opl1i'ltication. class. and confidence. 
L<1cl.. of upkeep can :ilsO give insight 
i11to your personality. It can say that you 
are carefree, relaxed. or just do\vnrigh1 
lazy. 
111 short, )'Our hair is a retlection of 
you and who you are; how you wear 
and take care of it says a lot about you. 
Sisters 011 Howard' s campus wear 
'· 
permed 
their hair in an effort 10 look more white 
land less black. 
However, that attitude has subsided 
somewhat . Most sisters no\vadays are 
less concerned with ''looking \Vhite·· 
and 1nore concerned with 1nanageabili-
ty. Chandra Reid falls into that catego-
ry. The·freshman majoring in political 
science has hair well past her shoulders. 
'' I have a perm because my hair has 
always been really, really thick. My hair 
is 1nore manageable with a perm." Reid 
said. 
Reid who has had lo11g hair all of her 
life is unsure about whether there is a 
certain in1age associated with long hair, 
but She is sure of one thing. 
. ··some guys prefer girls with long 
hair and son1e guys prefer girls with 
short hair," Reid added. '' I don·t know 
why.'' 
Keasha Dumas, a first year joumal-
is111 student , said that women who think 
that their hair is ugly when it is not 
straight are conforming to the stereotyp-
ical idea that only straight hair is beauti-
ful. i· On the other hand, Stacey Jackson, a 
sophomore 1najoring in International 
Business, does not think that her hair 
looks as good when it is not straight. 
--~ ''Straight hair is just more appealing 
I to me, personally," Jackson said. 
''[However], i can t imagine myself natural hair-
"th h . m head styles are M air on Y . beautiful to me 
It would probably look and I admire 
stupid.'' ~~o wo~::: 
t g t them." 
-rl:1 per r~ • Dominique business maJOrAlexander, a 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~second year 
their hair in a variety of ways and col-
ors. ranging from natural to permed 
hairstyles, from jetblack and bronze 
rinses to per1nanent colors. 
Back in the day, it was thought that 
sis ters who permed their hair were not 
proud of their naturally ''kinky'' hair, 
were not proud to be black, and only 
tl1ought that straight hair was beautiful. 
Many thought that these sisters were 
trying lo imitate white women and thus 
broadcast journalism student who 
' recently cut off all of her hair into a 
' stylish chin-length bob, admits that she 
; had fallen victim to the idea that long 
f hair was mO{,e beautiful than short hair. 
I Alexander said that she refrai.ned 
! from cutting her hair because she 
! thought that long hair would be more ! acceptable in the broadcast industry. 
i ''My hair was like a security blanket 
for me. I thought my hair was what 
at all? 
I 
\vhatev r goin on 
, u the says a ot 
a out ''')U ... 
whether· yot1 know it 
or not. 
Photos by Felicia Harden 
1nade me. I didn't think that I wo:t';i Howard, she had aJheri cu~l. Contemporary brothers on Howard's 
look good without long ~air," she ''I felt like I was the only person on campus are choosing to style, cut and 
admitted. earth who had a J~eri curl. I had wanted shape their hair in ways that reflect who 
She said she eventually cut her hair to get my hair relaxed for a long time. they are. 
because she wanted a change. but it was growing so well with the ''I choose to wear a low.cut brush 
•·1 just started to feel 'blah.' I was curl," the freshman majoring in f(}de," said Aaron Kinchen, a junior 
tired of the way I looked. Now that I've Zoology said. majoring in consumer affairs manage~ 
cutmyhair, 11 h bl· .,, ..., . *-h-..-ment.'_'Beingabusiness. major, clearly see ihai \V ere .. acK ill CI In (. e 1 realize thai my hairstyle· 
short hair suits past m-:\ (l a " been nee.ds to conform 10 the cOnser-
me and P even . C..l. Y J. C ~ vaCLve scandard." ..I 
think 1 have ashame . of tl1ei I at-i_ira1 
;;:,~~:in ~yns~i1~ hair and tried to alter it, 
than ever todctv's men level ~11 tl1eir 
~ ~efxoar:d~·; woofy locks'' -,pal.tl ar11old 
added. 
Phil Simpson. a junior 
majoring in sociology. crowns 
his head with a bush· temple-
taper. ''I like the temple cut 
because it is a s tyle that we 
wear here i11 O.C. I think it is 
uniqL1e , and plus it looks 
good!'' Simpson said. It is evi-
dent that it' 
takes a lot 
of guts for a 
woman co 
make the 
dramatic 
change from 
long to 
short hair. 
However, to 
venture into 
the realm of 
unisex hair-
s tyles may 
take even 
more courage. ~ 
Sisters who sport natural hairstyles 
similar to those of the brothers get 
much respect , especially if the style 
' looks really good. And on Renee 
Martin, a senior majoring in print jour-
nalism, it does. 
According to Martin, she decided to 
go natural for fashion and cultural rea-
sons. 
''I cut my hair because I wanted a 
change of pace and also because I want-
ed to get into myself," she said. 
Martin added that your hair could be 
an indication of your mood, but she 
does not think that it defines you. She 
said that her hairstyle says that she is 
beautiful in her own way. 
''I think my hair says I'm unique, 
strong and confident. That's definitely 
what it says-confident," Martin 
explained. 
' When Pamela Jones came to 
Jones eventually permed her 
hair, not because of any peer 
pressure, but merely because the 
hairstyle she wanted required a perm. . 
She said that her short hair 
allows for low maintenance and 
shows off her fun personal-
ity. 
Tamara Lester, a fresh-
man majoring in business 
management, sports braids. 
"I think thai my braids 
are really afrocentric and 
that they say that I'm proud to be black and that I feel 
good about myself," she said. 
The essence of who you are is 
sure to shine through nd matter 
what your hairstyle . And while 
your hairstyle is just one aspect of 
your personality, it contributes 
much to your overall appearance. Right along with the ladies, 
black men continue to successful-
ly express their individual identity 
and personality through their hair. 
As for Rupert Grant, the hairstyle of 
choice is no hair at a ll . This sophomore 
majoring in business management keeps 
his head bald because he ''has always 
kept it bald.''_----------
" ! can't Please see HAIR, 83 
> 
''whether i perm my hair or 
not, no one has to thii:ik 
twice about what my race is, 
so how am i tryin~ to '.be 
white'?'' 
-felicia craig, nursmg major 
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Chris Rock, shooting star of comedy, comes to D.C. 
By FNd1rlck J. Gogcte11 
Hllllop Staff Writer 
Black comedy 1s 
experiencing a renaissance. 
Judging by the success of 
shows such as Def Comedy 
Jam, Apollo Comedy Hour, 
and Uptown Comedy Hour, 
black comedians are definite-
ly hot. 
But before this sud-
den comedic explosion, tal-
ented black comedians had 
few outlets to express them-
selves. Besides Eddie 
Murphy, black comedians 
were relatively obscure . 
Luckily for Chris Rock, 
Murphy· realized this deficit 
in black comedy and decided 
to bring more black comedi-
ans into the limelight. 
Murphy saw Rock's stand-up 
performanc~ in a club and 
was so impressed th~t he 
offered the young comedian 
a role in ''Beverly Hills Cop 
II." 
After that opponuni-
ty, Rock has become one of 
the top black cpmedians in 
the industry. His success has 
opened the doors for 0th.er 
young maverick comedians 
to tell the story of black folks 
through comedy. 
appearances on talk shows, 
comedj shows, and other 
. ' 
movies. 
!Rock's most memo-
rable performance was as the 
crack apdict, "'Pookie," in 
New Jack City. In the movie, 
Rock showed that he could 
At times, Rock 
Cfln been seen 
doing a convinc-
ing Michael 
Jackson imita-
tion. He also 
plays a hip-hop 
influenced char-
acter, complete 
with attitude and 
B-boy attire. 
act as well as be funny. Rock 
made Pookie 's tragedy 
believabl~ on the screen. 
breaks up with Robin Givens 
character, Jacquelyn. As 
• 
Rock looks at Marcus from 
the second level of the office 
he says in disbelief, ''First 
the Fat Boys break up, now 
this." 
In addition to Rock's . 
movie career, he is a regular 
cast member of Saturday 
Night Live. Although Rock's 
comedic talents have not res-
' urrected the show" as 
Murphy's once did, he does 
have some memorable char-
acters. Hi s most popular is 
Nat X. a pro-black, radical 
talk show host1nodeled after 
David Letter1nan. Billed as 
the angriest bfack man on 
television, Nat X mixes bit-
ing satire with serious politi-
cal commentary. One of the 
1nost popular segments on 
the Nat X Show is the Black 
Man Cam. The segment fea-
tures a zoom-in on Nat X 
with prison b11rs or police 
billy clubs. 
At ti1ncs, Rock can 
been seen doing a convincing 
Michael Jackson imitation. 
He also plays a hip-hop 
influenced character, com-
plete with attitude and 8-boy 
attire. 
(CB4)," which opens nation- .--------
ally on March 12. In the 
movie , Rock plays a hard -· 
core rapper who devises a 
plan to get paid. After realiz-
ing that hi s group will never 
go far in the world of rap 
without a gin1mick, Rock a11d 
hi s crew acquire some 
"gangsta" attir.e, write son1e 
foul lyrics and become an 
ovemigh1 success. 
Although Rock 
seems quite comfortable 
on both the big and small 
screen, he is 1nost at home 
doing s tand -up. Rock's 
s tand-up routine s do not 
rely on the stereotypical 
humor or physical co1nedy 
that i s prevalent in the 
acts of many of today·s 
popular comedia 11s. Hi s 
stand-up act s rely 1nore on 
realistic scenarios told in 
a humorous way. Rock 
tries to addres s issues 
that are 1111port t111t to 
black 1n en in hi s act 
suc h as ra cis 1n. police 
brutality, and other soci<1 I 
injustices. ~ 
Rock's tremendous 
talent led to numerous 
After this well-
received :role, Rock teamed 
up with his buddy Murphy 
again in ' last summer's hit 
''Boomer8.ng. '' Rock played a 
smart-aleck mail-clerk. who 
1do1 l1zed 
Murphy's womanizing char-
acter, Marcus Grahan1. Rock 
delivers a classic line when 
Marcu s i~ sulking after he 
Rock's hip-hop per-
sona can also be seen in his 
new movie, ''Cell Block 4 
Rock will be per-
forming tonight a11d 
tomorrow at lhe Co1nedy 
Cafe, 1520 K Si.. NW. 
Tickeis are $15. For more 
informa1ion or re serva-
tions ca ll , (202) 638 Chris Rock of "Saturday Night Live" will perform stand-up at the Comedy Cafe 
• 
Charlin Jazz1 Society present tribute to women in jazz 
By Gaeton Modest 
Hiiitop Staff Writer 
' 
Charlin Jatz Soc'iety and 
Washington Performing Art s 
Society (WPAS) will pay tribute 
to Women's History Month by 
concluding their jointly sponsored 
''Jazz at the Terrace'' series with a 
concert featuring three local jazz 
musicians - pianist , Maria 
Rodriguez, and vocalists Pam 
Bricker and Selena McDay. 
Accompanied by bassist Steve 
Novosel and drummer Warren 
Shadd, the artists will perform 
tunes identified with such legends 
as M~ry Lou Williams, Hazel 
Scoot, Billie Holiday, Sarah 
Vaughn,. and Irene Kral. Entitled 
''Women in Jazz ... Voices of the 
Past," the concc;rt will take place 
on Fnday, Mar. 5._ 1993, at 7:30 
p. m. in the Kennedy Center 
·Concert Hall . , 
Piiinist Maria Rodriguez is one 
of Washington' s most respected 
mu sicians. A presence in the 
Distri.ct since the '60s. Rodriguez 
is founder and arranger of the 
Latin jazz group. Los Magni ficos 
and musical director of La Jazz. 
La1in Jazz orchestra. 
R'*triguez has played in almost 
every lnightclub and concert hall 
in the: Baltimore-Washingto11 area 
' as an :ensemble leader, acco111pa-
nist, arid/or a soloist. She recently 
perforyued as pianist for ··womkn 
in the Arts'' at the Bethune 
Mu sejum. a vocal, poetry and 
movemenl ' perfonnance presented 
by tHe National Museum of 
Womeri in the Arts. She was alsQ 
a feat~red performer a! last sea-
son's ~old-ou1 ··Jazz for Lo\1crs." 
presen~ed by Charlin Jaiz and the 
WPASI. 
Bui Rodriguez's musical taJent 
is not lestricted to the stage. She 
is also a teacher whose wealth of 
111usical experience includes con1-
posing and arra11ging c lassical. 
jazz. and modem dance. Many or 
Washington's brightest y.oung 
nlusic ians received their early 
traini11g fron1 Rodriguez. 
Rodriguez will be joined in 
lonight's performance by the two 
aforeinentioned jazz vocalist s -
Pam Brick~r and Selena McDay. 
Bricker. a former member oi· 
the D.C. quartet Mad Romance, is 
one of the District's most pro1ni-
nen1 and versatile singers. She 
recently released her seco11d 
albun1. ··Echoes of Mad 
Ro111ance.'' wi th tru1npeter/vocal -
ist Rick Harris. 
McDay's e11ormous vocal 
talent heiped to pay her way 
through the A1nerican 
Universi!y School of Law. 
where she earned a degree in 
en tertai nment law. McDay's 
Planet Earth inyaded by hip-hop aliens 
By Fredarlck J. Goodall 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
,- They're coof like that. 
They'.re phat like that. 
• 
They're jazz like that and 
they're Poised to take the art o 
hip-hop to another'plateau.' 
' . . . 
. They're Digable Planets, a 
trio of bohemian rappers 'JVhose 
album ''Reachin' (A New 
Refutation of Time 'and 
Space)'' ~fines the sounds of 
the urban soundscape. Instead 
of hardcore beats and rough 
lyrics, Digable Planets take ele-
ments of jazz and poetry and fuse 
them into a soundtrack that speaks 
to the ghetto as well as the sub-
urbs. There is a definite Last 
Poets, beatnik vibe flowing 
throughout the album particularly 
on the song, ''La Femme Fatale.'' 
The Planets will bring their 
Appointment at the Fat Clinic 
Tour to D.C. on Thursday, March 
11. They will be performing at the 
9:30 Club, 930 F St., NW. 
Digable Planets consist of two 
male rappers , Butterfly and 
Doodlebug, an~ pne female rap-
per, Ladybug. ~ough they are 
hip-hop's first maior male-female 
eroup since the Funky Four Plus 
I 
discuss controversial 
political issues such as 
abortion. 
Doodlebug, Ladybug, and Butterfly 
One, 1·gable Planets' use of a 
female MC is no gimmick. 
Ladyb g can carry her ow n 
weight 
1 
n the mic. In fact, many 
critics j udge her to be the best 
rapper ih the group. 
Their first single, 
''Rebirth of Slick (Cool 
Like That)'', is a well-
produced track that has 
kept many heads nod-
din' wilh its bass-dri-
ven, abstract groove. 
The video is remini s-
cent of 60s poetry read-
ings set in dark, smoky 
cafes where people 
snap instead of clap. 
Hi~-hop critics have deemed 
Digablel Planets as ··musical mes-
siahs," a group who was sent to 
earth to lrevitalize the dying art of 
rap. Unlike their hippy predeces-
sors De La Soul, Digable Planets 
put more on emphasis on their 
music than their appearance. 
Thdir style deviates from the 
typical \ gangs ta-type rap that 
seems t~ be flooding the market-
place. Instead of rapping about 
drive-b~ shootings and - ~.mokin' 
blu~ts, igable Planets prefer to 
• 
• 
' 
' 
It is amazing that the group has 
been so readily accepted by hip-
hop fans who have a tendency to 
deify hardcore rappers because 
Digable Planets' sty le is definitely 
not hardcore . Groups whose styles 
are similar 10 the' Planets' are usu-
a ll y overlooked because they are 
perceived as soft, suburban. sell-
outs. But to the Planets, hardcore 
rap is much more than a tour 
through the ghetto. In an inter-
view with Paper Magazine, 
Butterfly said, ''Hardcore to me is 
a person who is mentally and 
physically tough, but the word 
doesn ' t define the music , the 
music defines the word." 
• 
debut albun1. en titled "'Ti111e:· 
is i11dc1>cr1dently procluced. ar1d 
will be released in n1id-March. 
• 
Tickets for ··wo1nen in Jazz 
. Voices of the Pa st'' are 
avai labl e through ln s tanl-
Charge ( 202 ) 467-4600, the 
Ke nn edy Center Box Office, 
or at the WPAS Box Office, 
COMING SOON TO A THEATRE NEAR YOU. 
5.75X10.5" 
• 
' 
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HU Grad Ken Gamble receiQes Feature Film Sony Innovators Award for supernatural thriller 
By Venus Bivins 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
While Ken Gamble majored 
in economics · at Howard 
Universit.y,.,originBlly aspiring to 
become a lawyer, he realized his 
. . 
Gamble's film, "Ballad Of 
Sacrifice," a s upernatural 
thriller, won in the Feature Film 
cate~ory and received a high 
honor after the work was show-
cased to an audience of industry 
executives, celebrities, media 
and other special guests. 
· A panel of professional film 
industry judges selected 
Gamble's ''Ballad .of Sacrifice'' 
the film. 
Gamble, a '92 Howard gradu-
ate, credits the cast and crew 
(composed entirely of Howard 
students) of hi s film for the suc-
cessful completion of his award-
winning project. Without their 
dedication and sacrifi ce, the pro-
ject, which began in October 
1990, would have never reached 
its completion in May 1992. He 
also credits hi s 
s ie11 was to co111n1it to ---------------------- success to God, 
a two-year project 10 ''It .was 'very entertaining his family and 
true dream ... filmin;ikirig. In the 
mid S't of h'is u11dergraduate study, 
he tnade the decision tO creative-
ly use hfs Sp!lre time ttO his:ov.:n 1 
, successful .11dv.antage. This deci-
write, produce. direci his friends. 
and star in · hi s first and le+'t me Wanting tO Gamble is 
feature fil1n. . / ,'C one of the seven 
And now, the · ·see more w· hen ;t was '92-'93 Sony 
reward . " I n n o v a t o r s 
At 22. Gamble was selected among 
a grand prize winner over '' said Emmy-Award more than soo 
in the 51h . An11ual . ' 
entries fron1 
Sony Innovator winner Lou Gossett Jr. blacks, age 18-
Awatds Program. The . , 24. 
gala awards ceremony, { G bl 1 • This year's 
sponsored by th.,Son¥ 0 am e S movie, Sony Innovators 
Corporation - of -----------------------in music are 
America, was held last week in as the winner for his category. classical musician Jason Geary. 
New York City ahd· spotlighted Judges in the final round inOlud- currently studying at the San 
the creative talents of seven edactress/producerMarlaGibbs, Francisco Conservatory of 
young blacks iri the areas of filmmaker Neema Barnette, and Music; life-long gospel per-
music, film and video. academy award-winning actor former and entrepreneur Kishahn 
------------------Louis Gossett, Jr. Smith-Johnson; California jazz 
' 
' 
-
Gossett, the musician Teodross Avery. cur-
1993 Sony Master rently attending Berkele y 
Innovator, present- College of Music in Boston; and 
ed Gamble his R & B rapper/dancer Angelette 
award at the cere- Mcfadden, also known as MC 
many and said that Choclit. 
he ''jumped at the Recognized as Innovators 
chance to help along with. Gamble in the 
'uoge." He praised film/video categorie s are 
the new generation Animation winner T. Carlos 
of innovators. WilliaD)S, a Washingtonian and 
''There's more graduate of Morgan State 
than what you see University, and 
on this stage. PSA/DoCurnentary winners 
[There's] an oil- Paula Harris and Sherry Bates, a 
f well of talent just Chicago Columbia College 
beginning . to team. 
emerge," he said. The winning of an award has 
'-;;;;;;;;;:;;::==::!~~~:::;;;}Gossett also com- a way of reinforcing an artist's ~=~ ; plimented the dream by recognizing hi s/her 
overall composi- accomplishments. 
tion of Gamble's ''I was conte1nplating giving 
''Ballad Of up the film and video industry 
Sacrifice." 
''It moved 
along ve ry 
smoothly as it was 
very entertaining 
and left me wanti-
ng to see more 
when it was over," 
Gossett said. 
During his 
undergraduate 
years at Howard, 
Gamble said he 
was influenced to 
do the film before 
he graduated. 
because I thought the obstacles 
were just too much to bear. ,. 
Bates said. ''This award gives 
me back the drive and energy to 
continue my passion," she said. 
Each of the seven Sony 
Innovators received a $2,500 
grand prize, an original scu lp-
tured trophy designed by black 
artist Jack White, an all expense 
paid trip to New York, Sony 
electronic products, and an invi -
tation to participate in a mentor-
ing seminar conducted by pro-
fessionals in the industry. In 
addition, they will receive an all 
campaign. 
Grammy and 
Emmy award-winner 
Nancy Wilson , the 
second of the two 
1993 Master 
lnnova1ors , co-hosted 
and sang Regina 
Belle's "If I Could'. at 
the ga la cere111ony. 
She said she was hon-
ored to be part of the 
program and felt it 
was her obligation to 
innuence yoL1ng peo-
ple to expand on their 
craft. She sa id she 
was discouraged with 
a society of success-
ful black artists for 
not g1v1ng young peo-
ple a reason to contin-
ue dreaming. 
''God gives [talent] 
to you and you know 
you have to give \ it 
back," Wilson said. 
''We need to give 
young African-
Americans the 
strength to go forth 
At right, Ken Gamble 
with Sony Innovators 
Award at ceremony 
held in New York. 
, 
-. 
Sony Innovators Award Winner-Feature Film 
Ken Gamble 
age:22 
1992 Howard Graduate, Economics major 
• 
.• I. .1.• :J :.'•': 
"Winning the Sony Innovators A,;;ard {eel's godd because 
as a filmmaker, it recognizes my hard work, discipline 
and dedication to my craft," said Gamble. 
"It also serves as a tremendous opportunity to get a 
foothold in this very difficult and very demanding 
' industry. " 
. 
The. Sony Innovators Awards Program is a national 
competition that honors promising 18-24 year-old 
African American artists who have 
demonstrated excellence, 
creativity and distinction in their work. 
The program was created in 1988 to recognize, 
encourage and support emerging young talent in 
film, video and music. 
against the odds and win. By my 
participating, one· more young 
person can say ;Oh, I want to get 
involved.''' 
sound1rack told him about the 
awards program. He requested 
an application and submitted his 
filn1 into the competition. 
Vaughn, Marcus mith, M1chae 
Joyner, John Perry III and Ayoka 
Chenzira. 
''I wanted to have some-''I wanted to have something 
ucder my belt; an 
Grammy Award winner Nancy Wilson and Emmy accomplishment,'' 
Award winner Lou Gossett Jr. served as the he said, ''because I 
Master Innovators for this year's ceremony. knew it would be 
Hair reflects attitude , ~~!~~e i:·~:~;·: 
n1tely a young 
having hair 011i my man who seems 
head. It would proba- to take advantage 
bel t; an thing under my 
accomplishment,'' he said, 
''because I knew it would be 
Among former Master 
Innovators are composer/produc-
er Quincy Jones, jazz keyboard 
artist · Herbie Hancock, 
s inger/pianist Roberta Flack, 
actor/writer Ossie Davis, actress-
es Cicely Tyson and Ruby Dee, 
tenor saxophone legend Sonny 
Rollins and singer/guitarist 
George Benson. Innovators pre-
viously selected by these masters 
include Grammy winner Al B. 
Sure!, vccali st Bryan Loren, jazz 
mus1c1ans Bob Baldwin, 
Terrence Blanchard and Donald 
Harrison, and filmmakers Jesse 
And nO\v, added to lhat list is 
filmmaker Gamble, who says he 
will use th~ cash award to invest 
in his next project. He said being 
named Sony Innovator is ·;anoth-
er notch on my belt ... in terms of 
credibility." 
Currently residing in 
Manhattan, Gan1ble is working ' 
on major feature film projects 
which will require travel to 
Chicago, Canada and Brazil. Hair, from 
bly look stupid," Grant said. of his resources. 
Where black men in the past may have been He was able to 
ashamed of their natural hair and tried to alter it, raise $50,000 for 
today's men revel in their wooly locks. Many the production of 
brothers use their hair to make political or social 
sta1ements. 
One such individual is David Simmons·, a 
senior majoring in film production who wears 
dreadlocks. ''It is basically an African style and 
that 's y,:hy I' m proud of ii. I'm never goi9g to 
cut them and I don ' t feel I should have to 'face 
criticisn1 fOr portraying my heritage," Simrlions 
·ct I Sal . I 
Whatever the sty le option, one thing is dlear: 
' . 
Black men's hair has come a long way sine~ the 
days of the ''bowl cut'' and it will probably ~on­
tinue to evolve. 
harder later,'' said Gamble. 
expense paid trip to Los Angeles 
in April as part of a nacional 
public relations and advertising 
t 
Gamble became in vo lved 
with Sony Innovators after a 
friend who helped him on hi s 
~ interesting people or 
ks lately? If so, 
Wtor al 806-4 
••. end remember to 
' 
-
When asked what area of 
filmmaking he wished to focus 
on: writing, producing. directing. 
or acting, he se ntentiously 
replied, ''filmmaking!'' . 
• 
, 
' 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Amen. 
T.P.C. 
Gradt1ating Mechanical Engineer 
I 
' 
' 
• 
• 
• 
' 
• 
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Due to a printing error in the 2119 issue of Common 
Touch, we are reprinting "Silent Cry". 
Silent Cry 
You are the source that· has led to my ruin . 
I am a victirri of my own weakness - a garden 
rose which has suffered without knowing the 
tears of the sky . 
Our relatlonehip fashioned ite;elf around the 
circumstance at state. 
What we have, whether it be love or infatuation 
• Is relative to the individual. 
Am I not the lnd!vidualf' 
Though my passions have not yet died I see the 
possession of promise in your unspoken words, 
worde which were spoken by an experience of our 
companionship with in the diversity of our fling. 
My ereatest thought _i5 neglected - that thought 
is to be with you. -
So tender a thought, 50 tender a wi5h. 
Harmony wa5 the 5oul of our togetherne55 and it i5 
Proven 50 that our character5 never knew the 5ilence 
of winter. 
Tracy L. Vin5on 
Junior, Print Journ.::1li5m 
' 
• 
Amnnla 
(4thOHWhodouln) 
Mln:h5, 1"3 
my tJOul ri1m11mhre • tlm11 tW rul• t:hl• worW 
con•truct&I th• 1W3mld., l>ullt th• Sphinx 
controlltrd thtt Nlltr. (eom6tlm,,. th• cu11"11t 
get• •o otrong you can't go with tho !low.) 
my eoul rememl1ere a 'time we rulU thle world 
created trmplrtJ after 11mplrt1 afur 11mplrs. we 
w11re called Zulue. Mandingo, Kuehltn, Aeh•ntl, 
Maeal, NuOlan, Fulani and Y6• Twa. a tlmtr of 
Nnzlngha, of Tlye. of Nltocrle. of Nahr-Ure, 
of Makeda, of Cleopatra, of Kahlna, of K•ntak• 
a time when Mall etood. Ottfortt Khemlt fell, a tlm11 
when the Sahara wae not m11rtJly an ocean of eand 
• 
my Soul rem11mUere a time wtJ ruled thle world wh11n 
curly hair graced our ecalpe when full llpe kleetul 
only 
full /Ip• - ( I• love really ouch a fragile thing?) 
my soul rememUere a time we danc&:I to th11 U11at UtJat Peat of 
our own drume a time when the land of BLACK wae vaet 
before the p e o p I e ecattered after the 
whlte-devile from the weet came 
aokharl 
graduate etudent. peychology 
' 
....,, ,._i. f .I i ', • • ,. 
-
lolutiona ftOfti ,., •• ,, •• c· r:pua ....... r: 
a tun ... clnla111 1i- far .. ,_ -•Ila. 
. ............ 
' 
• 
• 
' 
' ' 
' 
• 
" 
' 
• 
• 
' • 
• 
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ISOD see 
By Monica Lewla 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
1992: Packed house, hearts 
racing, intensity thick, Howard 
and Florida A&M battling it out 
for bragging rights in the MEAC 
and an autom3tic bid to the big 
time-the NCAA's. The Bison had 
gotten to this point by first 
defeating Bethune-Cookman 58-
, 
1993: Different faces, differ-
ent times. Last season the Bison 
coasted into tournament play, this 
year they will have to play to get 
in, meaning tbe team will have to 
endure back-to-back games (pro-
vided they win the play-in round) 
in order to even get the chance to 
repeat . So this year's team is 
without some of its key players 
from last season who carried a lot 
of the load during last year's 
championship. Does that mean 
that the team can't be a sleeper in 
this season's tournament? The 
squad possesses speed and quick-
ness at the guard position with 
Milan Brown , Phil Chenier, 
Robert Riddick, Cory Beard and 
last year's Rookie-of-the-Year, 
TommY, Brown, who started 23 
games for last year's champi-
onship team. 
sively. To finish out the equation 
of the team is Coach Butch 
Beard. The 100,000 dollar ques-
tion on thf" minds of all of the 
• Ill 
Bison fans is CAN THE BISON 
REPEAT? 
This season the Bison finished 
with a 9-17 overall record , and 
finished 6-10 in the conference. 
The team started out sluggishly, 
which was expected considering 
the level of out of conference 
comp.etition that they faced 
throughout the month of 
December. The men won their 
season opener against Paine 
College 83-68, but then went on 
to win only one of their next six, 
a victory over San Francisco 
State on the road 62-59. 
The team was 5-5 for the 
month of January after l:>eing 
crushed by local competitor 
Maryland 109-69. The team went 
on to win four of their next six 
games, including conference 
wins over North Carolina A&T, 
Delaware State and Bethune-
Cookman College. The Bison 
ended January losing two of three 
to Florida A&M 85-84, 
University of Maryland-Eastern 
Shore 80-55, and Coppin State 
76-60. 
• 
month as a spring board into the 
tournament season, the Bison 
managed to win only two games, 
road wins over Bethune-
Cookman and South Carolina 
State. 
Of course we could easily say 
that all of the other teams have 
simply played harder this season 
and the Bison have stayed the 
same. We all know that once you 
reach the top that it's hard to 
remain there, but this season the 
road has not been nice to the 
Bison. They dropped 11 of their 
15 road games, including a disap-
pointing loss to Morgan State last 
week. As stated before, the Bison 
could definitely be a surprise 
team in this year's tournament, 
after all, Coppin State finished 
the season in first place after pre-
season prognosticators picked 
them to finish in the conference's 
cellar. It all boils down to these 
few days . Was last year a fluke 
season for the Bison? We' ll have 
to wait and see. 
54 in the second round of the 
MEAC Championship 
Tournament in Norfolk, Va. last 
season and then narrowly escap-
ing South Carolina State in the 
semi-finals 76-73. The team went 
on to defeat Florida A&M 
University 67-65 after being 
down by as many as 19 points in 
the second half of thitt memo-
rable championship game. After 
finishing their season _tied with 
A&T for first place with a 12-4 
conference record, the Bison 
were crowned MEAC Champ!' , 
first year head coach Butch 
Beard was. coach of the year. Life 
was great. 
Forward Art Crowder is a 
force to be reckoned with inside 
and is strong off the boards, and 
coupled with center Charles 
Solomon, the Bison have a tough 
duo both defensively and offen- Freshman, Phil Chenier, goes up for jumper v. S.C. State 
· February turned out to be a 
bad month for the Bison. Where 
other teams usually try to use this 
' 
Lady Bison gear up for 
Conference Tournament 
By Monica Lewis 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
It's now or never for the 
Lady Bison. Although the 
women ended their season with 
a dismal 5-21 overall record, the 
team finished just two games 
under .500 in the conference. 
But all of that doesn't matter 
now because the ladies have 
stepped into the height of their 
.season: The MEAC 
Toumamenr.4n looking toward 
the tournament, Coach Tyler 
says that this is it. ''Al l of the 
rest of the season doesn't mat-
·ter, we're all even now, it's what 
happens over these three days 
that counts," she said. 
Tho tournament , which is 
held at the Scope in Norfolk , 
Va., kicks off March Madness 
for the ladies. Last season the 
women completed their regular 
season with an 8-6 conference 
record, and were in third place 
going into the tournament, but 
suffered a first round defeat at 
the hands of Bethune-Cookman 
59-46. 
Tyler, including this season's 
games, has a 165-194 record in 
her 12 seasons at the helm of 
the women's program. Tyler has 
lead her team to six conference 
championships during her 
coaching career here at Howard. 
Tyler had initially written this 
season off as one that enabled 
her to recruit t\\.·o of the top 
players in the country, center 
Denique Graves and forward 
Visa Ferrell, but now with all of 
the teams at an even keel for the 
playoffs, there is always the 
chance for the ladies to play 
Cinderella. 
The women are led by 6-foot 
center Annette Lee, who fin-
ished the season as the ladies 
leading scorer averaging 18 
Lady Bison, Dorothy Wiiiiams, is team's 2nd leading scorer. 
points a game and 5-foot-8-inch 
guard Dorothy Williams, who 
averaged more than 14 points a 
game. Tonya Banks, the lone 
senior of the ball club, finished 
her fegular season averaging 
' 
seven point s a game, while 
' fres~man Melissa Young and 
juniOr Tara Gray rounded out 
the ~adies top five scorers for 
the Season. 
The women began their sea-
' son figainst stifling Division I-A 
competition and were not able 
to g·et a win throughout the 
entire month of December. 
During conference competition 
that began in January, the ladies 
were. able to manage three early 
win~. two on the road beating 
North Caro lin a A&T 54-53, 
University of Maryland Eastern 
Shore 64-44 and one in front of 
the home crowd at The Burr, an 
overtime win against Bethune-
Cookman 78· 76. 
!rust beyond the midway 
point of their season the women 
had f managed only a 3-13 
record , but were a game over 
' 
.500 in the conference at 3-2. 
The women dropped the next 
three games to UMES, Coppin 
State and to Division I-A N.C. 
State by the scores of 59-57, 76-
47, and 127-50. respectively, 
before hosting and escaping 
Morgan State 62-59 to round 
out January. In early February, 
the women went on a three 
game _ road trip losing all three 
to Coppin 58-50, Bethu11e-
Cookman 67-61. and Del. State 
77-56. The ladies split the next 
two games defeating North 
Carolina A&T by one point 62· 
61 and losing to the defending 
MEAC champions South 
Carolina State 82-56. while fin· 
ishing up the season on a down 
note with a 76-63 loss last week 
to Morgan State. 
The entire season for the 
women comes down to possibly 
one game. If they win, they con-
tinue on. If they lose, it's back 
to the dra~ing board for the 
women, and to the high hopes 
that the recruits will bring for 
seasons to come. 
Faster Than the Speed of Lightning ••• 
Everyone who took Greek mythology should 
recall the story of Atalanta-the princess .who 
could run faster than anybody in all of Greece. 
But not only was she fast, she was also beautiful; 
so beautiful that men would try to beat her in a 
race in order to marry her, however. their defeat 
meant their death. She had beaten all the men 
'who raced her until one guy. Hippon1enes. with 
the aid of Aphrodite. managed to outrui;i her b.y 
outsmarting her. Aphrodite had given hin1 three 
solid-gold apples which he would drop at various 
times in the ra@e in front of Atalanta who would 
pick then1 up. By picking them up. ~he would 
lose ti111e a11d eventually lost the race. 
Well. if Ata lanta had been as fast or as smart 
as Stacey Jordan. sh~ would not have lost the 
race . Jordan ,a frcshn1an majoring in adn1instra-
tive justice is from Orange, New Jersey. She was 
the fastest woma11 in all of New Jersey-which is 
about as big as Greece \\'as then and certainly 
more populous. In her freshman year in high 
school. she was conl'erence, county. group. and 
section champion in the I 00 yard dash; she was 
conference a11d county champion in the 200. 
During her sophomore year, again. she was con-
ference, county. group and section champion in 
the 100 yard dash as well as the 200. She proba-
bly would have been state champion that year, 
but she sprai ned her a11kle before the meet . 
During her final season, she bro~1gh! :t ali togeth-
er and won the whole kit and kabood le. She was 
conference, county, group. sec tion . and state 
chain pion in the J 00 yard dash and in the 200. 
and was also the cont'erence champion in the 
400. She accomplished all of this while maintain-
ing high academic standings. 
Several schools were interested in Jordan 
including GeorgetO\\'n. Syracuse, Georgia Tech, 
the University of Iowa, and Nebraska. After 
sorting through all the schools and separating the 
good from the bad. she chose the Mecca and 
decided to attend Howard. 
Her decision was based on the things that she 
had heard about Howard. ··The reputation as one 
of the prominent Black schools in the nation for 
academics as well as the reputation of our coach 
[Moultrie]," \vere the reasons that Jordan chose 
thi s University. ''He [Moultrie I is known as one 
of the best coaches in the country, and this fit 
what I wanted both athletically and academical-
ly." 
Coach Moultrie was equally impressed with 
her as well. ''[S tacey isJ one of our premier 
, 
sprinters. She is an extremely coachable person. 
She's an excellent student and highly disciplined, 
and I think that she is a great citizen off the track. 
She has all of the ingredients of becoming a great 
sprinter." Moultrie said. 
She started to develop those ingredients when 
she wasl2 the age when she started running. "'My 
mother wanted me to have something to do dur-
ing the summer except run the street'.S, so she put 
me in a summer track club, and l ''ve been run-
1 
' '"""' 
'rRACI 
Freshman Sprinter Stacey Jordan 
. . ,, 
n1ng ever since. 
' Since high school, she's been running toward 
her new goals that she has set. ''I hope, by next 
year, to be the MEAC 'champion in the 55 [meter 
dash] and the 100 [yard dash] and go to the 
NCAA's, and hopefully have a couple of records 
by the time I graduate.'' 
Coach Moultrie believes that she is headed in 
the right direction with rei::ards to her work 
ethics. '"She's ahead of schedule in her growth 
and development on and off the track," Moultrie 
said. 
Jordan does feel that she has made some 
progress toward her goals. ''My biggest accom-
plishments include winning the 55 meter at 
Princeton because it was my first first-place, [and 
I've had] several close finishes a.t Seton Hall and 
at the MEAC [tournament]. My most important 
race was the four by 400 in the MEAC because I 
finally just ran . I finally got over it-my fear of 
running the 400. '' 
Coach Moultrie believes that, •• if she stays 
healthy physically and mentally, Stacey Jordan is 
going to be one of the premier people in this 
country." 
HU wrestlers prepare for Eastern Regionals 
By Andrea Williama 
Hilltop.Staff Writer 
At the risk of sounding a bit 
too cliche, this weekend could be 
the pathway to the great beyond 
for the Howard University 
Wrestling team. The grapplers 
will travel to California, Pa. to 
participate in the · Eastern 
Regionals Tournament. Point 
blank, if the grapplers succeed, 
they go on to the Nationals; if 
they fail, they go home. The 
Regionals act as t~e qualifying 
tournament for the National 
Collegiate Athletic Association 
(NCAA) which will be held 
March 18-20 in Oklahoma. 
Howard's entire team will partic-
, 
ipat~ in this year's regionals 
whidh. actually started yesterday 
and ! will continue into late 
' Saturday night. All of the indi· 
vidu
1
al win/Joss records are out 
the 1 window. It 's what the 
wre~ tlers do in these next few 
daysr that makes all of the differ-
ence . 
Participants include Georgia 
State, Duquesne University, 
I 
• 
' 
' 
Coppin State, Morgan State, 
Delaware Slate, the host school 
and reigning regional champs, 
California University (Pa.), 
Millersville, Slippery Rock (Pa.), 
Campbell, Brooklyn College, 
Dayton, LaSalle (Pa.), 
Manhatten College, Rutgers -
New Brunswick, Shippensburg, 
and Wright State. 
On~individual in each weight 
class "41l qualify for the NCAA 
Toum3V1ent~in late March, so for 
about the nelit two weeks, the 
wrestling circuit, will endure its 
own version of ''March 
Madness ." Along with each 
weight class representative. there 
will be four wild cards chosen by 
the coaches of the participating 
teams bringing the number of 
qualifiers to one. 
In previous seasons, the 
Bison have had finalists in the 
rCgional competition, but the 
program has never had a qualifi-
er for the Nationals. The compe-
tition on the National level is 
quite fierce, but the team under 
captain Colin Thompson man-
aged to fit in an extra workout in 
the evenings augment with the 
morning practices. 
Cotton, who is a se lf-pro-
claimed ''stickler for fundamen-
tals," admits that the team does 
have some weaknesses. Some of 
his players are not quite as con-
ditioned as they should be, and 
others haven't gotten their tech-
niques down completely, but 
Cotton is confident that the team 
is ready for the competition. 
''I've prepared them as well as I 
can prepare them," Cotton said. 
Fortunately for the grapplers, the 
teain has managed to stay some-
what healthy with the exception 
of a few nagging injuries that 
will require the off season to heal 
Jn order to keep the team 
motivated and focussed Cotton 
keeps a lot of little notes and 
signs throughout his office and 
attached to his office door. One 
particular sign that I think is 
quite fitting for this point in the 
season reads: ''Somewhere, 
someone is training, when he 
meets you will he beat you? 
We ' ll see."' 
• 
• 
• 
• 
' 
-
B6 
'the Brothers of 
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity 
Inc., Beta Chapter 
and the 
Howard Officer's Christian 
Fellowship 
invite everyone to attend 
"A Study in the Word" 
(weekly Bible study) 
Every Wed. 5 p.m. ·6p.m . 
Douglass Hall 
Anny ROTC Lounge 
'I he Ladies of 
ALPHA CHAPI ER, 
DELTA SIGMA THETA 
SORORITY, INC. 
present 
"No Place To Go: Ways In 
Which We Can Help the 
Homeless" Wed .. March I 0 
in the School of Business, 
Auditorium. 7:00 p.m. 
Howard University Chapter 
of the American Advertising 
Federation (HU-AAF) 
General Body Meeting; 
Tuesday, March 9th 5 p.m. 
School of Communications 
Rm C-254. ALL MAJORS 
WELCOME!! 
Come share the Christian 
hope Friday 7 p.m. Little 
Chapel Carnegie Bldg. 
lo'l'A RHO WEEK 
Tuesday, March 9, 1993 
Resume Writing Seminar 
7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. School 
of Business Student Lounge 
Wednesday, March 10, 1993 
Law School & You 7:00 p.m. 
to 9:00 p.m. School of 
Business Student Lounge 
Thursday, March 11, 1993 
Seminar on Entrepreneurship 
7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. School 
of Business Student Lounge 
Friday, March 12, 1993 
Making the Right Investments 
7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. School 
of Business Student Lounge 
Sunday, March 14, 1993 
Call to Chapel Rankin Chapel 
presented by the International 
Fraternity of Delta Sigma Pi 
Iota Rho Chapter 
Marketing Week March 8 - 12 
Sharpen Your Marketing tools 
Attend Marketing Week 
Activities 
3/8 Careers in Retailing 4-
6:00 p.m. SB Room 415 
3/9 Paula Snead: Kraft 
General Food 3:30 - 5:00 p.m. 
SB Audjtorium 
3/10 Careers in Spotts 
Marketing 4-6:00 p.m. SB 
Auditorium 
3/i I Mar~eting Jeopardy or 
Roast 4-6:00 p.m. SB 
Auditorium 
3/12 Happy Hour El Torito's 
On the Special OJlpression of 
Black Women. Race, Sex and 
Class in Capitalist America. 
Howard Spartacus Youth 
Club International Women's 
Day Forum. Speaker: Carla 
Wilson, Atlanta Univ. Center 
Spartacus Youth Club, 
Spartacist League. Tuesday, 
March 9, 7:30 p.m. 
Undergraduate Library 
Lecture Room 
$50 CASH PRIZE!! 
"Black Visions/Silver Screen" 
T-SHIRT DESIGN COMPE-
TITION! All entries due by 
March 12th. Applications 
can be picked up in Room C-
320 in C.B. Powell. Call 
(202) 265-2421or806-5109 
for more infonnation 
Happy Hour at 'ihe 
Foundation TONIGHT from 
5:30 until. .. at the comer of 
U. and 12th srreets, 3 blocks 
from the Towers!! Admission 
only 3 bones!! Featuring 
· music by funk-hip-hop group 
The Foundation!! Be there!! 
us Ifn n ay ayer 
EverylFriday in Blackbum 
Center 12 p.m. - I p.m. 
Muslim Students of H.U. P.O. 
Box 4\)4 H.U. Washington 
D.C. 20059 (202) 291-3790 ' 
Arts and Sciences Student 
Countjl and the Louisiana 
Club Welcome Congressman 
Cleo Fields March I 0, 1993 
6:00 p.m. Rankin Chapel 
BACl'IMOREANS ! ! ! 
' NEX'!i BALTIMORE CLUB 
MEETING: TUES. 3/16 
DOUGLASS 103@ 5:30 
p.m. 
CAY S'l'uDEN'f iso others 
to revi~e "82 gay organiza-
tion (NO JOKE!!!) If you're 
Gay/Bi - then let's do this!! 
Call (202) 466-1677 and 
leave message (confidential) 
PEACE!!!! 
COME ANO EXPERIENCE 
The Third Annual 
Telecommunications 
Ownership Workshop 
Saturday, April 3, 1993 • 
Howard Hotel ' -
' 
REGISTER!! REGISTER !! 
-When: March 8-10, 1993 
Where: Outside the 
Radio/TV/Film Office Rm. 
226, Schoolof 
Communications Cost: $5.00 
( Includes Lunch) 
LIMITED SEATS 
AVAILABLE!! 
Spring Break Get-A-Way to 
Myrtle Beach. 3 Days-2 
nights March 26-28 Prices 
range from 130.00 to 150.00 
Includes: Roundtrip trans-
portation an~ Luxury Hotel 
with a fully equipped Kitchen 
and ocean view. For further 
details call (30 I) 559-1722. 
Need $60 deposit by March 
15. 
Firehouse PrOduct~ons in 
association w/ Mitch & Lu 
presents 
A House BUMP! 
Tonight, 1310 Fairmont St. 
3 Blocks from campus. 
Free drinks. Metal detector 
at door. Doors open at 9:43 
p.m. First 30 girls in free!! 
I he SIP is back 'l'he 
Mississippi Club will be 
meeting the 2nd & 4th 
Wednesday of eve, 1 f""'"nth 
for the duration of the semes-
te1· in Douglass Hall from 
6:30 - 7:30 p.m. Any 
Questions Contact 
Rohen E. Russum (Pres) 
(202) 259-3473 or 
Vernon Archer (Vice-Pres) 
(202) 291-6280 
L1m1led Prince '1'1ckets 
Available. Great Seats! 
Tuesday) March 16 Concen. 
Will accept ' ' "St offer. Call 
865-0606, and ask for Bart. 
Cash for your AMEX/CON-
TINENTAL airline vouchers! 
(202) 338-8044 
WAN'i'ED: Dessen Stonn 
Veterans for research for 
book. Co~tact Walter 483-
0753 After 6;00 p.m. 
HELP WAN'l'ED 
NA:i'IONAL MARREl1NG 
FIRM IS SEEKING AMBI-
TIOUS INDIVIDUALS TO 
WORK IN THE MARKET-
ING. MANAGEMENT. AND 
PUBLIC RELATIONS 
AREA OF OUR BUSINESS: 
$150 -$350 (comm) Per wk 
' PART-TIME 
$500 - $750 (c9mm) Per wk 
FULL-TIME 
FOR MORE INFORMA-
TION CONTACT: , 
ARNOLD M. JOLEVET II ' 
(410) 832-6269 - BALT. 
(202) 965-9132 - D.C. 
ActlVISi ]obS I) Lifting the 
military ban 2) Ending di•-
THE HILLTOP 
cnm1nat1on . ass1ng e 
National Health Care Bill The 
Clec Canvass Network/HRCS 
is hiring articulate, politically 
motivated individuals, PT. to 
do grass roots , out reach & 
fundraising over the phone. 
5:00-9:00 p.m. or 5:00-11 :00 
p.m. Earn Money and make a 
difference. Call (202) 775-
0370. 12-5 p.m. Mon-Fri 
Dupont Circle location 
GREEKS & CLUBS RAISE 
A COOL $1,000.00 IN 
JUST ONE WEEK! PLUS 
$1000 FOR THE MEMBER 
WHO CALLS! And a FREE 
IGLOO COOLER if you 
qualify. Call 1-800-932-
0528, Ext. 65. 
Valet Parkers needed tor sum-
mer/year round FIT & PIT 
positions. Men & Women 
please apply. Must have valid 
drivers license & able to drive 
manual transmission. 
$4.80/HR plus tips, flexible 
hours. E.E.O.E. Call Mr. 
Wurz 466-4300. 
FOR REN'I' 
2BR 
ApartmentlRenov./Clean/fur-
nished, A/C, ww carpet. I 
Block from Med/Dent School 
$360.00 (202) 723-4646 
Share Apartment with 
Graduate Student, Close to 
Med School, clean, renovated 
and reasonable. (202) 723-
4242 
Renovated AccommOdations 
Rooms Start at 295.00 Some 
Furnished. Call anytime 
(202) 723-4646 
Near H.U. House 2 172 bed-
rooms, living & dining room, 
large kitchen . Available 
immed. $680/mo. + utilities. 
Call 882-8879 
1 Bedroom Apartments 
Available - Students $390 -
143 W Street NW; 149 W 
Street NW; 220 I 2nd Street 
NW - 5 Minutes Walking 
Distance from campus. Call 
265-3624. Ask for Bill . 
TOWNTREND MANAGE-
MENT. 
1460 Euclid: I-BR $450-$500 
Mr. Napper 483-8154 3228 
Hiatt Pl: Eff $375 2-BR 
$650-$700 Mr. Roman 234-
2653 1300 Harvard: I-BR 
$475, 2-BR $700 3-BR $800 
Mr. Alvarez 387-4754 
Landlord (301) 571-1998 
TWo Howard students looking 
for 3 or 4 other students to 
share a very large 6 bedroom, 
2 bath, 2 kitchen townhouse 
with an English basement. 
(the English basement has 
own entrance & kitchen and 
accommodates 2 persons) 
eave message 
I Spacious Room to Rent in 
Beautiful, Renovated House. 
House Features cac/Heat, 
w/d, w/w carpet, 2BA, Lg. 
Kitchen, Lg. Furnished LR, 
and Parking. Responsible 
Students Only. 275,00+1/4 
utils. (202) 387-8205 
Room For Tent N. W. DC 
Quiet Area. Near Bus. 
Separate bath/Refrigerator 
Non-Smoker Call Evenings 
(202) 726-8186 
FURNISHED APAki'MEN I' 
FOR RENT Grad .. tudents 
preferred, but undergrads con-
sidered. I bdnn, lvg room, I 
bath, kitchen, back porch. 
Private Entrance. No Pets! 
$550 per month - Utilities 
included 3036 Park Place NW 
Contact Mrs. Dixon (410) 
446-5149 or (410) 578-9465 
Roommate Wanted Female to 
share 2 bedroom apartment in 
· Silver Spring. $400 includes 
utilities Call Jody at (202) 
397-5085 
SERVICES 
''$100/month FREE!'' 
Many hard-working students 
qualify for food assistance! 
Special Repon, $5.00: 
DollarSmart. Box 9386, 
Washington, D.C. 20005 Cut 
expenses! Order Now!! 
"MONEY FOR COLLEGE" 
We Guarantee you will 
receive either a scholarship, 
grant or loan!! Call C.F.C.D. 
1-800-398-2742 Today!! 
VCR Repair Guaranteed 
Services All repairs under 
$50 Call John at 882-5845 or 
452-5930 • 
PERSONALS 
How about dinner, this time 
no crazy antics 
the snowman 
'l'hanx everybOdy! 
Mainchar 
Rhuthmz Ov Flava Posse 
It's time to make way to a 
new scene 
Catastrophe 
New I 993-94 Campus P3is 
Congratulations! I look for-
ward to working with you 
knuckleheads! 
Catastrophe 
(t by your request) 
Happy B-late-did Birf-Day U 
go which yo' young self 
(uknowwho) 
Greg & Fabian 
Put them dancing shoes on -
It's time to Live! Live! 
L . I 1ve ...• 
Catastrophe 
Extra, Extra read 311 a60ut 
it ... EsTee and EIBee have the 
cooties. Be on the lookout. 
Cockd1esel . 
In the midst of doubt & con-
fusion you have a friend clos-
er than you think 
-whoelse 
The house and English base-
ment are fully furnished and 
carpeted. Each student pays 
$325 all utilities included. 
Call Bea Carey (202) 291-
"""'....!!!"""' 
/JOO~ 
Participants Needed 
1 . Ages 12 and up with asthma 
who use daily asthma 
medication. 
2. ·Women of Childbearing potential 
must regularly use contraception 
to be eligible. 
3. A stipend of up to $500 is offered 
for full participation. 
If you are interested, please call 
Lois Kay at 301-565-8207. 
I 
• 
• 
o: oug : 
Hope you enjoy your stay in 
chocolate city at the Mecca . 
Any time you need 2 get 
away, or need a place 2 stay, 
call me Homey!! 
Signed 
code techniques forever 
I. W.G.(t. w.o.)I .s .G .(t.s.o.) 
T.S.W.T.E.W.B (w.T.E.W.B.) 
l.M.M. V.T.T.S.N.T.T.B 
Happy Binhday Dani King! 
The grandmama of the crew. 
Haven't you learned 
Georgetown ain ' t nuttin nice! 
Love the ''juicy ones'' T-
Hunta, E-Love, Lee.Lee. 
Congratulat1ons to 'ferri 
Wade and Reginald X for the · 
CHANGES which they have 
presented for HUSA's future . 
I know that they are prepared 
stee.r HUSA to new waters of 
bold and accountable leader-
ship. -RD 
Happy B-Oay Holli 
Holliday! Love Erika W. 
Go Girl! 
Thanx for my wangs & 
thangs Where was M? 
Danna, 
I have enjoyed the time we've 
spent together. We will get 
back our ''quality time." 
Love Jentle, 
Exciting & Fabulous 
Happy B-Day Cicely -318 
you still haven't caught up 
with the rest of us (smile) 
Love Tawainna 
Happy Belated B-Day to our 
president Renenett 
Love, Your Sistahs 
A-Sweet 
Hong Kong Fuey, 
I know you're busy now, but 
damn. Drop us a line or stop 
by sometime. Things ain't the 
same anymore. 
Ranger 
what's up LIMES'tONE'I 
What's up ROCK? 
What 's up GRAVEL? 
Damn, I wish you weren't 
leaving me!! 
' 
-The LITTLE 
SEDIMENTARY ONE 
To the SEVEN DOLLAR 
MAN: I wish I weren't so 
bored these days. However, 
soon I'll be back on the cir-
cuit with too many things to 
do & you'll be CHASING 
ME!! 
Stinky Lady 
Happy belated I 9th b1nhday 
Tarnbino 
-Channaine 
Hali, 
Happy 22nd Birthday 
Love, 
' ThelHOP 
Posse 
Tracy 
You're the greatest Throw 
I 
away your pace! 
-Main 
• 
~~ ~&'~~ 
~,, 
March 5, 1993 
You' re next !! 
-C 
Holi , 
Wishing you a happy 22nd 
Birthday, and I am looking 
forward to our reign together. 
Love, 
Fidel 
3 MOLES: 
Well Well Well. .. free clean-
ing that 's all I can say 
Jarnerica 
To Miss Confused. 
I hope this additional notch 
on your belt brings you more 
wisdom, understanding, · 
responsibility. In other 
words, Happy B-day ... You' II 
get you licks! 
From, A Bold man younger 
than you. 
Pure and Honest, 
You may be #3 with your 
brothers, but you'll always be 
#I with me. 
Michelle 
Tene and Am1a, 
I have faith that you can take 
HU to another level. 
Congratulations on all you 
effons to ASCEND Howard 
University. Peace and Love, 
Michelle 
Happy 21 st Birthday Tammy 
(March 6th) Love, Che! & Si 
R&M 
OK OK OK When now? Call 
me not the procrastinator 
-C ofC&C 
J· . .c .. 
Don't fear the passengers on 
the train, if you are meant to 
·de the conductor will protect 
you for awhile, but not forev-
er!! Watch out for the sand 
man 
N.M.7 K.R. 
That filthy McNasty trio 
would like to send out that 
apology in print 
padadadow! ! ! ! ! !! !! ! 
Es would like to send a shot 
out to Plus & Minus ... you 
know who you are. + -
Do 0 understand the magni-
tude of the G 
Welcome s.C. niy GGS----1 
Happy Belated Felicia 
Love Your Sistahs 
1 A-Sweet 
Here's your /Hilltopic Lori 
Happy Birthday Line Sista! 
Yours in Delta - Joi 
handle yo' business G.S. s. H 
XPEDITE 
YOUR CAREER SEARCH 
Professionals/Graduates 
CareerBase expands your natworlt 
quickly while you concentrate on 
mal\llglng contacts and interviews. A 
CareerBaae dil'Kt mail campaign will 
accelerate your job search by wMks 
or month•. Reach hundreds of com-
pany decision makers In less than a 
week. 
Career Base 
A Dh1alo11 of 
·-·-·n:h lnterna~ Corp. W••h•11ato11 :t02-429-17Ge bl. CB 
1'- Todr. 212-828-670 &d. CB 
1-800-497-9548 kt. CB 
1 resume is $10 
each additional resume only $1 
Call (202) 234-2211 
• 
' 
